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LIND ARRIVES IN MEXICO CITY
BUT PROMISED STATEMENT OF
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Mexico City, Aug. 11
John Lind, the personal eu.o cf president Wilson, in' Mexico Citly today
installed himself in temporary offices
at the United States embassy as unofficial advisor to the American charge
d' affaires, Nelson O'Shaughnessy. Mr.
Lind passed several hours in close

conference with the charge.
Mr. Lind was an early riser this
The Bun had not mounted
morning.
high over the mountains before he was
astir. He took a stroll through the
park in front of his hotel and down
San Francisco avenue before the shutters were opened from the store win'

dows.
A few hours later an embassy automobile called at the hotel and conveyed Mr. Lind to the embassy of the
United States, where, to the accom
paniment of the hammerings of carpenters In adjoining rooms where;

they were preparing the household
the
goods of Henry Lane Wilson,
former American ambassador here,
for shipment to the United States, the
advisor entered on his duties.
In the meantime, Mrs. C. A. Parker,
the wife of an embassy attache, who
is doing the honors in the absence of
Mrs. O'Shaughnessy, called on Mrs.
Lind and aranged for a drive this afternoon about the city.
Dr. William Bayard Hale, who no
longer hides hi3 identity as the confidential envoy of President Wilson,
called at the embassy today and bad
a long conference with
Lind and Mr. O'Shaughnnessy.
Pederico Gamboa, the new Mexican
secretary fof foreign relations, speaking today with regard to Mr. Lind's
mission, said: "I have great faith In
the reasonableness of the judgment
of the United States and I have the
conviction that the differences between the United States and Mexico
will soon be adjusted."

Washington, Aug. 11. President
Wilson let it be known today that he
was inclined to believe there was a
desire, proceeding from sources "unknown to him, to bring on a war between the United States and Mexleo.
The president does not regard the
movement as extensive but as very
troublesome, and referred to misrepresentation in some individual newspapers. He indicated that he shared
somewhat the views of Senator Williams, who declared In a speech last
Saturday that an organized lobby existed to involve the United States in'
war.
There is no occasion of for alarm
in the opinion of the Kesldent, who
told callers that within the last 24
hours, the Mexican situation had' improved materially. It was made clear
by the statements of those with whom
he discussed the situation that the
instructions to John Lind, his personal representative, were chiefly to
inform the American government how
things stood generally in Mexico and
just what were the opportunities for
the good offices of the United States
in the interest of peace.
Sooner or later, it was pointed out,
Mr. Lind will mako certain suggestions to the Huerta government
through the American embassay, t)ut
in just what circumstances has not
yet been fully determined upon. Anything in the suggestions that president thinks properly may be public
will be revealed, according to admin- .

istration officials here, and foreign
governments will be constantly apprised of the various steps taken Ty
the United States. This may not take
place, however, for several days.
President Wilson has had no direct
communication either with the Huerta
government or. the constitutionalist
authorities and he indicated to his
callers today that he would welcome
more information about the purpose
It; was
o' the constitutionalists.
learned also that the president has
not yet considered the recognition of
the belligerency pf the constitutionalists, but that insofar as territory
controlled is concerned he regarded
that had by the constitutionalists as
strong enough in proportion to that
controlled by the Huerta government
as to make recognition of the constitutional1;; not wholly unjustifiable
from a di Coma tic standpoint.
There were evidences in the senate of a determination, on the part of
the leaders to keep Mexican affairs
out of the debate. Members of the
said
foreign relations committee
exacted no
President! Wilson had
but
promise from them to that end,
administration
the
were
agreed
they
should be allowed to carry out its
as
work for the next few days with
little embarrassment as possible.
'
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house committee gets chance

to GRILL
ist who has been
light for weeks.
self-style- d

'

lobbyin lime"

weeks
Washington, Aug. H.-A- tter
of waiting the house lobby committee
Kot
j

;
j

i

a chance today to grill Martin

M.

Mulhall on his wholesale charges of
influence with various congressmen
and corruption of employes of the
house. The
lobbyist of the
National Association of Manufacturers
appeared with the senate sergeant-at- :.;ms, who has been his constant body-- ;
since his exposure.
Bar-o- f
A letter from Representative
now in Europe, was first
duced.
Bartholdt was on Mulhall's list of
those susceptible to influence. His
tor declared no representative of the
manufacturers ever influenced him,
l.ut ad mittd that because of his vote
self-style- d

pio-sio- n

whose mysterious
to Mexico was the direct cause
of a public manifestation yesterday in j
support of General Huerta's attitude
American mediation, has been
devoid of any thrills. When Mr. Lind
as the personal representative ot
President Wilson's alighted from nis against the Hughes amendment
last night after a tedious day's empting labor unions from anti-trujourney from Vera Cruz, theer were on- prosecution under the sundry civil bill,
the legislative committee of the man- lv a few nersons about the station,
him
maintained ui'acturers voluntarily promised
Mr. Lind persistently
moral
support.
observed
has
he
which
that reticence
Bartholdt wrote in part:
since he was summoned from his
"As a member of the committee on
home in Minnesota to undertake h!s
I have naturally come In con-dis
to
labor,
he
what
mission.
Just
present
here or just when he will begin the tact with Van Cleave and
for which he has come man and also with Emery and Mul-ar- e
as great a mystery as before his hall,' but I never looked on" the latter
arrival. He was accompanied to the Us anything but a messenger boy and
never dignified him by any discus-the
capital by Mrs. Lind, William Canada.
United States consul at Vera'Cruz, sfon cf legislative matters before the
and by Dr. William Bayard Hale, act- - committee."
Whn Mulhall took the stand he was
ing under instruction of the state de-- j
partment. The patty was received by 'f'd thioiigh a detailed history of his
' e
and his association with the
Nelson O'Shaughnessy,
secretary of
United States embassy, who has 'tonal Association of Manufacturers,
been acting as charge d' affaires since He related the story he had already
Id he senate committee of his fight
the resignation of Ambassador Wilson,
and Charles E. Parke, a member of ' "enator McCornas of Maryland and
the embassy staff. ' Police in large and the alleged corruption of Downs,
numbers guarded' the approach to the the senator's secretary.
station but as the party was driven to
a hotel where reservations had been
COOPER WINS ON COAST
made, the public generally assumed an
apathetio attitude.
Santa Monica, Calif., Aug. 11. Earl
Reporters who endeavored to inter- Cooper,
driving a Stutz car, won tho
view Mr. Lind met with little success. fifth annual
Santa Monica road race
Mr. lind and his wife did not come
here Saturday. He did so by sending
to Mexico prepared for any thing but
has car thundering around the 8.4 mile
a brief vist, traveling with little bag-agcourse 53 times in six hours, one minso
The departure for Mexico was
ute, 52 seconds, or an average of 73.85
hurried that it occurred to neither miles
per hour. The record for 445
Mrs. Lind nor her husband that warmmiles Is 74.5 miles per hour.
the
er clothing would be wanted in
Barney Oldfield. veteran of a hunuplands of Mexico. Last night Mr. dred races, and
picked by many to
Lind, without an overcoat and his wife
take first place, finished second, with
a Mercer, In 6:07:45.
(Continued on Page Four)
another
Louis Nikrent, driving
was
His time
Mercer, was third.
John
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Schwedt-negotiation-

SEQUEL TO THE LORIMER CASE
Chicago, Aug. 11. An echo of the
Lorimer bribery case was heard today, when Daniel Donahue, Isaac
Stifel and Aileen Heppner were arraigned before Judge Brentano for
trial on a charge of conspiracy to
defame the character of Clarence S.
Punk. Mr. Funk, who at the time
was general manager of the International Harvester company, was a
witness in the investigation that resulted in the expulsion of William
Lorimer from the United States senate on charges that his election had
been accomplihed by fraud. When
tbe investigation was at its height
the husband of the Heppner woman
brought suit against Mr. Funk for al
leged alienation of his wife's affec
tions. Mr. Funk claimed that he had
never seen the woman and that the
charge was trumped up to influence
public sentiment in the Lorimer cas?.
When the alienation suit crime to trial

it fell flat. Subsequently Donahue,
who is an attorney, Stiefel, the head
of a private detective agency( and the
Heppner woman were indicted on
charges of conspiracy to defame Mr.
Funk's character.
MISSABE STRIKE OVER
Duluth, Min., Aug. 11. "The strike
is over," said President W. A. Mc- Gonagle of the Missabe road this
noon. Work at the ore docks assumed almost normal conditions wth 350
of the striking workers returned to
work.
The day shift amounts to
200 men. ,

'
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TROOPS FOR MINOT
ARE POSSIBILITY

j

Na-th- e

sulzer statement
causes curiosity

SCENE OF I. W. W. RIOTS ALREADY
HAS JAIL FULL AND MORE
ARRESTS BEING MADE

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 11. The brief
statement given out by Governor Sul-ze- r
last night after a protracted conference in which he denied having
speculate in Wall street, .but' admits
having made temperorary personal
use of some of the campaign contri
as
butions, has stimulated curiosity
will
the
governor
attitude
to what
take toward the threatened impeachment proceedings which are expected
as a result of the Frawley legislative
committee's preliminary report to the
legislature tonight. In view of the
governor's firm contention that the
present legislature has ceased to exist the opinion is expressed by some
of his supporters that an effort will
be made to block the program of his
opponents through some legal process, notwithstanding the contrary
opinion rendered by Attorney General
Carmody.
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THRONG TO SEE VIS
Pierce, Denver.
PASS AS THEY GO TO
Grand Generalissimo

ITORS

HEADQUARTERS
AND BANDS.

Durango.
Grand Captain General

WITH ESCORTS

CROWD

,

James

B. L.

Denver.

Grand Senior Warden
BIGGEST

Win-gate-

IN

YEARS

Gran4 Junior Warden

FLAYED BY KEV

HMlPllf!
HOLLIS

ACCUSES

TAINS OF INDUSTRY
ENGLAND
OF MANY
HAND OPERATIONS

IN

CAP-

NEW

UNDER-

J. E. Rinker,

Creek

Cripple

DITION

COTTON HILL MEN

SENATOR
J., W.

--

W. A. Jolley,

VILELY

OPERATIVESJJVE

Boulder.
Grand Prelate J. Wallls Ohl, Den ADULT WORKMEN GET BUT $7 A
THE RECEPTION COMMITTEE'S ver.
WEEK, HE DECLARES, AND ARE
FORCED
TO
F. L. Bishop, DenMAKE - THEIR
Grand Treasurer
PLANS, BUT ALL ARE EXPECTED
ver.
IN BY TONIGHT.
HOMES IN SQUALOR
Grand Recorder C. H. Jacobson,
Denver.
Denver, Aug. 11 Before a watchGrand Standard Bearer W, D. Ori- - RAILROADS INFLliENCED, TOO
visand
ing crowd of Denver citizens
Pueblo.
sard,
iting spectators which numbered into
Sword Bearer C. X. Kellogg, SPECIAL RATES
Grand
CCORDED PRO- after
the thousands; commandery
Denver.
deDUCTS
HE
CLAIMING
'
ASSERTS,
commandery of Knight Templars
Grand W arder -- George A. Reese,
trained at the union depot today to
PAST
PERFORMANCES
INDIDELAYED

TRAINS

DISARRANGE

Trinidad.
triennial conattend the thirty-seconGrand Marshal J. P. Barnes, Colo
clave of the order, which formally rado
Springs.
Comman-derie- s
will open here tomorrow.
Grand Herald H W. Woodward,
Maine,
from Massachusetts,
Leadville.
IlliNew Hampshire, Pennsylvania,
Grand Inspector General - S. C. Warnois, Michigan, Missouri, New York, ner, Denver.
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Grand Captain of the Guard J. E.
Indiana and central western states Bump, Longmont.
were among the first arrivals.
With the pretty precision the sir
SOUTHERN PACIFIC LOSING
knights stepped from their trains and
San Francisco, Aug. ll. The South
formed into lines of march, preceded ern Pacific
company gave out to
by their escort of Colorado Comman- day through its news bureau a state
dery and followed by the ladies, many ment that It is losing more than three
of whom were garbed or bedecked in and a quarter millions
yearly on its
some uniform which bespoke the
suburban ferry and electricized trains
of their knights.
service in Alameda county.
Detroit
On operating expenses alone,
The
commandery No. 1 with
not
its battalion of 112 strong, roused pro- counting unearned Interest on capital
Ac
longed applause by its excellence in Investment, the deficit for 1912-1maneuvers.
cording to the statement, was $364,000.
The Milwaukee sir knights were The figures given out today include
marked for much applause from the Interest, taxes and other fixed charges
spectators. A feature of the Michi- on a property investment of $46,000,- dn!l battalion 0C0.
gan comtnandery's
The Southern. Pacific is heavily in
which was quickly whispered through
the crowds was that it does not drill terested in electric traction on the Pa
These properties, the
tor the prize awards of the conclave, cific ctoast.
having been barred from competitive company recently announced, are to
competition because of the many hon- be separated and run separate from
ors it previously had won for its drill- the steam lines. Interpreting this po
ing. Notwithstanding, the battalion licy to mean lower wages and more
restrictive conditions of employment,
will give an exhibiton drill.
The Oriental commandery, Kansas the Brotherhool of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, the Brotherhood
City, made a striking appearance as it
marched up the busy streets of Denver of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherwith slow tread and flowing white hood of Railroad Trainmen and the
The entire morning in Den- order of Railroad Conductors are now
plumes.
ver was given over to the reception negotiating with the company.
of incoming sir knights and almost as
ENGINEER SHOT
quickly as commauderies arrived they
Honolulu, Aug. 11. C. R. Guer'tler,
were escorted to their quarters and
joined the throngs on gaily decorated constructing superintendent' of the J.
C. White Engineering company,
of
streets.
Many of tbe trains expected dur- New York, and here in charge of work
ing the morning were delayed In arriv- on the Marconi Wireless Telegraph
al and the plans of the reception com- company's new stations, was shot tomittee were necessarily disarranged, day at a beach resort by J. W. Marbut it was thought that by night all shall, superintendent of the Wayshole
He died later at a
of the scheduled trains will have ar- Water company.
hospital.
rived.
For months the members of the loITALY GETS GENERAL STRIKE
cal conclave committee have been
Milan, Italy, Aug. 11. A general
working out the plans for the entertainment of the thousands of mem- strike throughout Italy was proclaimbers and visitors. This task has been ed in a manifesto issued today by the
in charge of the following men:
Syndicalist, and Socialist Workmen's
Chairman George W. Valley, Den- organization here.
ver; George J. Dunbaugh, Pueblo;
Harper M. Orahood, Denver; A. B.
QLGRADQ
Phillipsburg; James H.
Canon City; D. A. Burton, Denver; W. J. Pine, Denver; W. D. Pierce,
Denver; F. L Bishop, Denver; C. H. fJUCH EXAGERRATED
d
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NOT RIGHT

Washington, Aug. 11. Senator Hol- lis of New Hampshire, democrat, flay
ed the cotton manufacturers of NewEngland in a tariff speech, today In
which he declared that New England had not fceen discriminated
against and asserted tariff reduction.
would not ruin the textile industry
there.
"The cotton manufacturers have
taken, the higher protection and paid
pauper wages," said he, "They are
compelled' by statute to work humane
hours and conduct their business on
humane lines and not one has voluntarily reduced the hours of labor.
"They seek to control trie government to prevent labor legislation and
escape just taxes, to control the police and inferior courts, and to secure military aid for the suppression
of strikes. They secure special rates
for their goods and other privileges
from the railroads. They oppose the
election of iiemociciu) hy cuei-cltheir employes and they make Inordinate profits at present tariff rates.
It is a question whether
deevlopment of this kind is best for
any community.
"Thousands
of adult operatives
work for $7 a week and live under
wretched conditions. The death rate
In our New England mill cities is the
highest in the United States. It is
certain that the cotton Industry of
New England should, not receive any
special consideration In the pending
bill due to past good conditions.
"In a recent contest la New England for United States senators certain democratic members of the legislature chanced to be employes of
a certain great tetxile corporation.
They were waited on at their homes
and 'requested' not to voto for cau
cus jciandidates.
They were not
threatened with discharge but the Im
plication was very plain. What Eort
of a claim have men like this to spec
ial favors of a democratic legisla'
ture?"
"

,.

one-side- d

Minot, N. D Aug. 11. State troops
may be called out today preserve order if an attempt is made by Indus
trial Workers of the World to con
tinue the street meetings which late
last night resulted in the arrest o? SO
persons.
Incensel over alleged insults to the
Americ.i.-r- flag citizens attacked lurlus-trla- l
Wcrker.i and Bccnes of excrement followed. The police were unable to control the rioters and called
on the sheriff and the fire departments. Arrests still were being made
early today, although the jail was
crowded to overflowing. A threatening mob surged about the jail but as
the morning wore on It began to disperse.
The trouble began Saturday night
when Jack Law, a street speaker, and
DILLON AXWORTHY WINS
his followers, were made targets of
Mich., Aug. 11. Final stake
Detroit,
a volley of bad eggs.
6:28:17.2.
old division, purse $10,000, best
men today are in jail as
Eighty-on- e
Aside from the struggle'-- between
2 in 3 heats Dillon Axworthy won;
of
the
rioting which has occur
result
for
first
Oldfield,
and
place,
Cooper
Ruby Watts, second; Barbara Overin the last 48 hours in con
the excellent work of Frank Goode, red here
ton, third; Peter Johnston, fourth.
nection with the attempts of Indusdriver of the Apperson Number 11,
Best time 2:10'.
trial Workers of the World to conduct
kept the crowd excited. Apparently street
to
here
and
organize
meetings
Goode was certain of third place until
U. M. W. OFFICIAL ARRIVES
farmhands into a union. This afterwhen
the
engine
lap,
Calumet,
Mich., Aug. 11. 'Western-Federatiobenoon .the men are being arraigned
:
'
trouble developed and put him out
.Tacobson, Denver.
of Miners officials hero
a magistrate.
fore
The officers of the grand encampof the running.
x
were elected today over tie arrival in
ment of the Knights Templar of, the FIRST REPORTS SHOWED MORE the
Teddy Tetzlaff, who won two previcoppar miners' stride district o?
4
4
ous races over the Santa Monica
United States, follow:
DAMAGE THAN ACTUALLY
J H. Walttr, representing the Uuitert
Grand Master William B. Melish,
course, had motor trouble from the
TOOK PLACE
Mine Workers.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
start, and his Fiat was never a seriCincinnati;
ous contender after the first ten laps.
Colorado Springs, Co!., Aug. 11.
Deputy Grand Master Arthur
GARRISON FETED
Because the crowds began throngN. Y.
Troy,
Early
morning investigation of the
debate
Resumed
Senate:
Mont., Aug. ' 11. Secret
general
Miussouia,
Grand Captain General L. S. Smith, damage done by the electrical storm
ing upon the course as Nikrent finish- on tariff bill.
of War Garrison arived here thin
tary
con
inall
other
referees
and cloudburst here last evening
stopped
ed, the
Senator HolHs flayed New England Pittsburgh.
morning from Spokane, and was takoa
testants, awarding them places in the cotton manufacturers
Grand Senior Warden Joseph K. dicated1 that reports were consider- on an
and declared
Inspection trlp to Fort Mosslu-l- a.
order in which they stopped at the
ably exaggerated. While the sevei
had not been discrimi- Orr, Atlanta.""
England
New
He
will be the truest of honor
time.
Grand Junior Warden J. W. Cham- ity of the storm exceeded anything
nated against.
at a public dinner.
tonight
ever recorded In this region there
St. Paul.
Lobby committee resumed Its ex- berlain,
Mer- were none killed or injurea so f ir
W.
Grand
H.
Treasurer
Lines,
on
of
James
E. Emery
amination
SIX DISTRICTS
aa can be ascertained. The loss ap- PHARMACISTS AT
idian, Conn.
stand.
Aug. 11. la making i
Washington,
Grand Recorder John A. Cerow, pears to have been confined to the
meets
House: Not in session;
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 11. A mabot-- ) physical valuation of rath-cadth in
in
stock
ihe
live
of
Detroit.
drowning
jority cf the 500 delegates who have Tuesday noon.
terstate railroad commciro coi t
Wal-deof
to
M.
three.
toms,
John
partial
wrecking
Prelate
Grand
Bishop
Democrats caucused on administraarrived here to attend the annual
or four houses by fire or water and sion will divide the Unite!
i i
Cincinnati.
convention of the American Pharma tion currency bill. Martin M. Mulhall
'
six
territories.
Crmtt
probably
to
from
washouts.
New-by- ,
roads
to
P.
L.
damage
Grand Standard Bearer
ceutical association were entertained began his hearing before house lobby
1 1
It Is not thought that the total loss headquarters and hoadq tir
Knightstown, Ind,
informally today at the Hermitage, committee.
eastern
l)i
of
Tbe
will
brunt
the
exceed
will
u
$50,000.
territory
means committee elected
Grand Sword Bearer F. O. Thayer,
the old home of General Andrew
Ways ami
storm appears to have fallen on west ton. Headquarters have lift
Jackson. The regular sessions of the Representative Decker to interstate Waterville, Maine.
Grand Warder H. B. Coleman, Kal- and south Colorado Springs, Colorado lecled. but one probably win bi
convention will begin tomorrow and commerce committee and RepresentaSan Francisco.
City and a portion of Manitou.
amazoo, Mich.
continue until Friday.
tive Teney to account committee.
'

j

Pea-bod-

forty-sevent- h

WHAT
WONDERS
YORK
WILL HAPPEN FOLLOWING
GOVERNOR'S ADMISSION

NEW

CONCLAVE

Grand Captain of the Guard H. M.
Boykin, Richmond, Va.
Officers of the grand encampment
are to be chosen Thursday.
The officers of the grand commandery of Colorado, who have aided the
local committee in preparing for the
conclave, follow:
J. Hart,
Grand
Commander
Pueblo.
Deputy Grand Commander W, D.

;

1

e.

WATCH

SPECTATORS

ASSOCIATION.

IT

THIRTEEN KILLED AT COLON
Colon,
Panama, Aug. 11.
Thirteen men were killed today
by an unexpected slide , at the
Portobello quarry, which com- pletely buried a steam shovel
near which they were working.

BARTHOLDT

support of Manufactur-

DENIES

THOUSANDS

v

ADMITS HE WAS PROMISED

Lnd is Guarded'
Mexico City, Aug. 11. The arrival
Lind",

IS

BOY

MESSENGER

CITY

AUGUST 11, 1913.

MONDAY,

.I..!.

STOI

Mac-Arthu- r,

Lf
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CAROLINA FIREMEN'S TOURNEY
Wilmington, N. C," Aug. 11. Delegations of firemen, many of them ac
companied by mands, are flocking

MONDAY,

AUGUST 11, 1913.

lowed closely by exotic Indian

Per- -

ftes who became nilirrlma tn thia urn
famous ground to give expression to
their ideals of universal brotherhood
The German Actors' association has and free
religious thought in its
into Wilmington today to take part
its yearly blacklist, con- broadest aspect.
s
AT ust giventheoutnames
In the annual convention and tournaof theater directors
taining
The
Bahaists
want
a
"Pagan Temment of the North Carolina Firemen's
against whom members of the asso- ple" erected as their shrine.
They
assosiation. Business sessions, prize
ciation are warned. Ninety men are have selected
for the site of this ediAll Weights
competitions and numerous features
on the list for this year.
All Colors
fice a beautiful pine grove where the
of entertainment will carry the gath-There are in Germany, Austria and Green Acreites for
PI""1"
'8pm
years have held
INTERWOVEN socks are made
rlng through the entire week
the Russian provinces peopled by Ger- their outdoor
by a patent-e- d
meetings.,
OVER $11,000 DISTRIBUTED
FOR
ELEVEN
EPISTLES OF GREAT mans, about 720 theaters.
with
wonderful
process
wear
According
Ever
!
since the visit of;
ASSISTANCE
resisting toe,
OF WEAK DISCOMPOSER DISPLAYED AT EXCostly Treatment
to the blacklist, one in every eight of Abbas last
heel, sole and ankle. No seams, perfect fit
year, the Bahaists have
"I was troubled with constipation
TRICTS EVERYWHERE
HIBIT AT LEIPSIC
these' cannot fulfill his obligations. been
and Indigestion and spent hundreds of
proselyting among the pilgrims
and excellent appearance.
TOE-HEELI
The number is the more striking, how- of Green Acre.
dollars
medicine
for
and
treatment,"
MM
They have built up
Santa Fe, Aug. 11. During the
11.
'Eleven
hitherto ever, when one considers that there
Berlin, Aug.
writes C. H. Hines, of Whitlow. Ark.
a rival organization, which is now
They come in light, medium and heavy
year just passed, by means of aid "I went to a St. Louis
hospital, also unpublished letters of Richard Wagner are at least 150 theaters In Germany strong enough,
to
con
extended1 In the hiring of teachers to a hospital in New Orleans, but no have come to
believe,
they
weights,
enabling you to get just the quality
light, in connection with
at least five months school was held cure was effected. On returning home the Wagner memorial exhibt, now be- which are supported, in part or whol- summate their plans for control. They
you wish all colors and black.
state
subventions.
ly,
or
by municipal
want the temple erected in time for
In every one of the 1,000 districts of I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets,
worked right along. I used them ing held in the municipal museum of This means that the Actors' associa- the next visit of the great
Finished with a beautiful and
the state with the exception of a very and
prophet Abpermanent
for some time and am now all right." history at Leipsic. All were written tion considers about one of every six
Baha.
dul
Silk
The
Lustre which makes them
funds
for
the
most
of them in Rio Arriba Sold by all dealers. Adv.
few,
temple
attractby the famous composer between 1864 independent directors either financial- are
vety
avalalble through a legacy of $12,- ive in appearance.
county. The total amount of this
and 1871 to his wine dealers. They
ly unable or unwilling to pay the ac- 000 left? to the Green Acreites
'
aid was $11,146.31.
by Mrs,
Bhow that he liked good wine, and tors and
actresses he employs.
No Equal for Wear
Helen Cole of New York, and to be
now
this
that
the
Commencing
fall,
Every Pair Guaranteed
that sometimes he had trouble in pay
MEETINGS BEGIN AT
devoted to the upbuilding of the col
work has been gotten under way,
Lisle Thread, 25c
Bes t Silk, 50c
ing for it. The first letter, written
The railways In Germany have at ony.'- - Its terms are broad
and funds are available, five months'
enough to
in Munich in November, '1864, Is typic- last begun to introduce In an
experi- be applied .by the trustees for the
ischool will be held this winter In
IIOIMAINWIi TODAY al of all. He addresses the dealer as mental
way the practice or admitting purpose of the erection of the tem
every one of the school districts of
"most honored sir," thanks him for baggae transfer agents to trains to
(aa.VoaiLeftdinSloro
the state, and in a number of other
ple. It is planned by the Bahaists to
the
last shipment, and continues:
arrange beforehand for the delivery of place busts of Mahomet, Confucius.
communities, which while a part of COUNTY SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSd
"I heg you to renew as soon as pos- baggage after the passenger reaches
CIATION IN SESSION; fHAUT-AUQUsome district or another, have hitherZoroaster, Budda, Christ, Comte and
sible my supply by a considerable con- his destination, a custom that
prevails others about Its Interior. Statements
OPENS TUESDAY
to been denied these advantages.
signment of half bottles of the table so generally In the United States. This of these great teachers are to be inThis program will help on the
wine. From 6 Oto 100 bottles of each change was
N. M., August 11,
reecntly tried on the main scribed on the walls of the auditorium. EatoHLsliod 1862
teachers' salaries, help on rent of
Mountainalr,
South SidoElaja
would about meet my needs. line between Berian and
variety
In the meanttime the aged founder
Hamburg, and
building and' help In building school The first convention, of the Chautauwill you have the it wil also soon be introduced on the
of Green Acre, Miss Sarah J. Farmer,
houses, is a very marked advantage qua season, the Torance County Sun- Regarding payment,
from the condition but a few years day School convention began its an kindness to state your wishes. In gen- roads between Berlin and Munich. The is unapprised of the facts of the in
of nual session in the tabernacle this eral it best suits my financial circum- agents collect a special fee of 2
ternal struggle among the colonists.
ego, when only about three-fourtthe districts had any school at all, morning with a record breaking atten- stances to make a large payment on cents for this facility, in addition to She is a patient in a sanitarium at
when three months was ths maximum dance, with Senator Win. M. McCoy, fixed day; this is easier than to make charge for delivery.
Postmouth, while her affairs are being
in many districts, and ;"' for the president of the association, presid smaller payments at indefinite pe
conducted by two guardians. Her inriods, you heed have no uneasiness
three months was the standard pay ing.
Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame timate friends declare she would be
if the reckoning climbs a bit, since the
Back
for teachers.
to the Bahaists' acDelegates and lay members are pres
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln, greatly opposed
income
of my
The following table shows how the ent from all parts of Torrance county peculiar character
tivities.
The
same
persons express
111., was
recently cured of a bad case the belief that the Bahaists are
$11,146.31 has been distributed among and prominent Sunday School workers makes it easy for me to have a large
taking
of
trouble
that
a
started with
kidney
the various counties:
are here from practicing all over the sum at my disposal at one time."
lame back, and says: "I am certainly advantage of Miss Farmer's illness to
In
11
June, 1867, Wagner ordered 150 manKrui m
Colfax county, $100 in. two dis- state. The '.irst disappointment came
getting a cure of mv kid promote their campaign and acquire
tricts,
"with the announcement that Judte bottles of red and the same amount ney .trouble by using Foley Kidney the trusteeship of Green Acre.
MUSIC-AR.- T
O. G,
Curry county, $1,216.32 in 18 dis- Wm. H. Pope, president of the staie of white wine, and in November of the fins. Try them yourself.
Green Acre has often ibeen criticised
bchaefer
Cross
and
Red
same
Drug
tricts.
year another supply, but this
association who was o rteiuer an adby the orthodox denominations for its
Gu.idalupe county, $990 In ten dis- dress tonight, could not be here but time in casks, since he was in Lutoleration and the lebiral views held
trict".
his plaM will be filnd by visiting cerne, where "wine in bottles is made
and expressed within its precincts. It
II era county, $872.66 in ten dis- Sunday school enthusiasm and a most untliinkably dear by the cantonal tarhas been the Mecca of tens of thouCATRON PLEDGES HIS
iff."
tricts.
excellent program is new assured
sands who have come here to enjoy
In October, 1869, Wagner wrote to
Otero county, $190 in two districts.
This convention will close tomorrow
the wide range of thought expressed
Quay county, $360.30 in seven dis- afternoon and Chatauqua will bevrin his "most honored sir and friend
SUPPORT FOR HIGHWAY at its open shrine in the famous pine
tricts.
tomorrow night with an illustrated his- begging more time on an account.
grove. And in spite of
attacks of
Roosevelt county
$932.52
in 13 torical lecture by, Col. Ralph E. The following April he agnin made
its critics the colony has grown and
excuses for failure to pay, and In Oc- SENATOR WRITES THE SANTA FE
districts.
HUMOR,
of
Twltchell.
prospered.
Sandoval county, $432.73 In three
was
tober
to
he
CHAMBER
forced
OF
an
ask
again
COMMERCE
for
HE
The dining hall service began with
Now the original colonists fear that
districts.
extension.
WILL DO ALL IN POWER
if the Bahaists gain control of the
Sunday dinner at noon under the di
San Miguel county. $730 in ten
The firm evidently granted the re
rection of Mrs. T. P. Butler, a caterer
board of trustees at the present elecdistricts.
Santa Fe, Aug. 11, The following
for Wagner wrote in January,
rapWly gaining a state wide reputa- quest,
tion, all others not of this faith will
R.nta Fe county, $2,027.67 In 18
letter
received here Saturday from be excluded
1871, from Lucerne, expressing
his
of
tion, and every tent is occupied but
from Green Acre, and for
districts.
Senator T. B. Catron outlines the
thanks and continuing naively:
one.
The
rooms
hotels
this
at
reason
and
private
they have conducted an
' Taos county, $385 in four districts.
"In order to maintain our business policy of that gentleman in regard active
houses are rapidly filling up and the
to keep
Torrance county, $837.63 in 12 disto
the
road
from
I
this city to Las Green Acre as it is campaign
wish you would send
outlook from the standpoint of attend- connections,
has
been
and
since
tricts.
ance were never so good. More tents me a cask (about 45 gallons) of the Vegas and holds out hope of its early it was founded.
Union county, $1,880.48 in 20 discompletion:
have been ordered and the manage wine which I drink) so regularly."
tricts.
Your letter of the 30th ultimo, "in
This is the last of the 11 letters.
ment
assurance
the
PILES CURED in 6 TO 14 DAYS
that
all
vis
gives
C-- "
Products Company Incorporates
a resolution of the chamber
closing
Whether
the
Your druggists will refund mnnov
great
composer finally
will be taken care of comfort- itors
-'Hie Bush Clay products company
of commerce In regard to the govern if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
cure any
flhlv hllf riAfltroa A llrc-- that haArUna paid the bill does not appear.
T"'i Incorporation papers with
'
ment constructing the public highway case of itching, blind, bleeding or proSEASON TICKETS
the) should be brought from home. Moun-- -- poratlon commission
$lt50
In
6
14
to
truding
across
piles
the
Pecos forest reserve, has
days. Adv.
today. Thol
SINGLE
LECTURE
TICKETS
concern nas & capital stock of $100,-''i- tainalr has good hotel accommodations
A number of chilly, wet days have been received, I am
In
75c
symentirely
divided Into 100 shares. The of- for a town of its size but Chautauqua brought dismay to the vineyardists pathy with the sentiments and pur
RETIRES FROM ARMY
CHILDREN
UNDER
so
YEARS
12
more
com
that in the older
fice of the company win be at Bush, here,
35c
,
along the Rhine, and the wine pros- pose of that resolution and will do
wasnmgton, Aug. 11. At his own re
"ostofflce Anapra, N. M., with a munltles, is a camping proposition and pects, fairly good a week ago, have everything in my power to have the quest,
Brigadier General William H.
available almost over
branch office In El Paso, Tex., and bedding is not always
night become extremely department act upon it favorably. It Bixby, chief of engineers of the Uni
bed
and Chautauqua will bad. The weather is
Kent n. Push is the agent for the "Bring your
favorable to the was understood at the last session of ted States army, retired from that of
do the rest" is a significant phrase
enables his brother officer to army engineers.
The
company.
Incorporators are
growth of the peronospora, a deadly congress when we made the appro- fice today in favor of Colonel William Rixby
Particularly has he
receive
the promotion to the highest been associated with the various
Grant A. Bush, El Paso, Tex., 10 which might be adopted with good
disease of the vine, and in some sec- priation for roads and highways over T. Rossell, the senior colonel
proof the office in the engineer corps before his
shares; Kent G. Bush. Anapra, N. M.,
tions a third of the grapes are re forest reserves, that a portion of the engineer corps. In the
jects for the improvement of the Misordinary course transfer to the retired list.
10 shares, and William V. Llttlejohn,
Specialists will appear on the pro ported to have fal! n from the vines. amount would, if possible, be used for
sissippi river. Ho is regarded as an
beenral Bixby would not have been
General Bixby is a native of Mas eminent
gram every day and every day will be Another
'
EI Paso, 10 shares.
authority in the construction
year like 1906 is feared, when that purpose, although it was not retired for age until next December,
sachusetts and was graduated from of
worth while. The county road board nunureus ot
Store Company Incorporates
bridges, having demonstrated the
vine growers were utter- distinctly, agreed that thy would do two months after the date upon which
West Point in 1873. In his long career
The Steins
Store com- - has been working every resource to ly ruined.
it, but we had every assurance that Colonel Rossell reaches the
practicability of a 3,000 foot span
age of in the army he has had to do with across the
road"3 in shape for those who
pany has filed incorporation papers ge
led us to believe that they would do
Hudson river in the face
retirement.
statutory
In
retiring vol- many of the great engineering projects of strenuous
with the corporation commission. Thejwant to bring their machines and
It. I shall insist upon tuts being caropposition in engineering
at
the
time
untarily
present
General
which have fallen to the
The consumption of dog meat as a ried out and I believe now that
will operate a store at Pecially for good roads day and It has
charge of the circles.
since
Steins, Grant county. N. M., with C. succeeded admirably.
Automobiles food in Germany, probably as1 a result we have Mr. Jones as assistant secW. Noble as the agent. It has a cap- will have no trouble getting in from of high meat prices, increased greatly
retary of the interior and he resides
n 1912.
ital stock of $10,000, divided into any direction.
Every year since 1907 has at Las Vegas and has an interest in
$1 shares. The incorporators are E.
The normal department, under the shown a considerable eain. but the securing that object, that we will be
J. Mansfield, C. W. Noble, each hold- direction of Professor J. B. Taylor of iv2 figures are striking. Atrnlnst able to accomplish what we are aim
ing 500 shares: S. W. Catlin. J. G. Doming, started this morning and the 1911, in which year the number of ing at
Smith, William Charles, D. B. Smith attendance is much larger than it has dogs slaughtered under official inspec
Be assured and you can assure the
and W. W. Carlon, all of Steins, each ever been before. The sessions are tion was 6,553, the total for 1912 rose chamber of commerce that I shall use
RfeU CROSS DRUG CO
O. G. SCHAEFER.
holding 200 shares.
held in a large tent on the ground this by 1,579 to 8,132. These figures, my utmost endeavors to accomplish
Still Hearing Appeals
are
most
and
but
a
the
oc
year
moreover,
of the teachers are
small fraction of
object designated in their resoThe- board of equalization is still cupying tents
enjoying camp life and the total consumption of dog flesh, lution,
hearing complaints, and each day a the advantages of Chautauqua with for a maority of the animals are
I thank you very much for sending
CAPITAL PAID IN
new audience and1 new appeals greet other visitors.
slaughtered at home without the for- it to me.
very truly,
SURPLUS
the members of the board. It is safe
$100,000.00
T. B. CATRON.
mality of an inspection.
150,000.00
to ay that not a single phrase of the THREE CLASSES OF MEDICINES
Saxony remains, as always, the chief
...w..-..t-wc
tax law will be overlooked in the are the Animal, Vegetable and Min center for
dog slaughtering, recording Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
present flood of appeals hinged on eral, of which the Vegetable Kingdom 4,288 dogs killed as
and East
against 3,540 in
some statement of the new law. This furnishes by W the most and the 1911.
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
is in second
Prussia,
however,
much is certain, the faults of the T5w best.. Over 700 varieties of roots,
gives universal satisfaction and I use
place with 2,630 in 1912 as against
only Foley's Honey and Tar Com
are being shown np, although when plants and herbs are known by
J. M. Cunningham. President
phar 1,917 in the preceding year.
pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes
D.
the law was passed It waB designed macists to have medical value nd
Hoskimj, CashiM.
Middletori, Ga., writes, "I had a rack
Frank Springer,
B.
to make a big Improvement in the tax probably the "Indian Medicine Man"
Ass'L Cash.
Lewis,
ing lagrlppe cough and finally got re
situation in the state.
Berlins daily use of face powder, lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Comknows of as many more. It was in
Use no other in your family
United States district Judge Robert this most interesting
study, more cold cream, scented toilet water and pound."
'
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
E. Lewis of Denver has been appoint than forty years ago, that
other
toilet
has
been
set
E.
accessories,
Lydia
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
d by Federal Judge Sanborn to as- Pinkham of
in
forth
tons
and pounds by a local
Lynn, Mass., discovered
sist In the district court of the dis- her now famous Vegetable Compound newspaper, and the results are atrlk-ing- .
ROW OVER "PAGAN TEMPLE"
'
trict of New Mexico during the ab- for woman's ills, which has proved of
Eliot, Me., Aug. li This was the
sence of Judge V7. 1L Pope and any incalculable value to hundreds of
s
of a ton of face powof the annual meeting and elec
matters that may be presented by at- thousands of American women. Its der, and 350 pounds of black and day
tion of trustees of Green Acre Fellow
torneys of he district will be han- wonderful success proves its merit.
brown eyebrow-pencil- s
are used daily ship, the big colony here on the banks
dled, by Judge Lewis.
in the city, according to these statis- of the
Pistaqua, known throughout a
TYPOS CONVENE IN NASHVILLE tics. Seven hundred pounds of cold
large part of the world as one of the
11. The cream are the figures for one day, most
Nashville, Tenn., Aug.
unique religious organizations
Good Reason for His Enthusiasm
annual convention of the and the Berlin women one assumes and exponents of "free thought'The
00
When a man has suffered for sever- International Typographical
union that it is the women require 400 result of the election Is awaited with
al days with colic, diarhoea or other met in this city today with an at sticks of red
Office With lhe San Miguel National Bank
every 24 feverish interest by the colonists and
form of bowel complaint and is then tendance of
from all parts hours.
delegates
others
In
Interested
cured sound and well by one or two of the
the movement,
United States and Canada. The
Hair bleaching has practically died among whom are
doses of Chamberlain's Colic, Colera
well known
many
Wm. Q. HAYUON
and Diarrhoea Remedy, as Is often the convention did little more than or- out, but the sale of hair dyes is in- persons of Boston and New York.
President
H. W. KELLY
case, it is but natural that he should ganize at the initial session. Presi- creasing, "especially to elderly men," , The election
follows a spirited camVice President
be enthusiastic in his praise of the dent James M. Lynch presided and
says the report.
Scented toilet wa- paign between two rival factions. ArD. T. HOSKINS
remedy, and especially Is this the case responded to the address of welcome. ters and bath essences
Treasurer
to the total of rayed on one side are the followers of
a
severe
of
attack when life is threatened. Try it when In need of purh s Calgary appears to be a strong favor- four and one-hatons are disposed of the Orinetal
prophet;
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
in Berlin daily. Rose remains the faremedy. It never fails. Sold by a!i ite in' the contest for the next
who are known as Bahaists. In
dealers. Adv.
vorite scent, 'with violet second, fol- - opposition are the
Acreoriginal Green
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WORLD'S

SERIES

GETS INTEREST

Pirates had won 68 and lost 27 games
for a percentage of .715. The Chicago
Cubs were right at their heels, less
than 30 points separating leader and
runner-up- .
The New York and Cincinnati clubs were third and fourth respectively, but far below the percentage
standing on the first and second clubs.
The American league race was even
closer. Detroit with 62 games won
and 38 lost had Just 20 points over
Philadelphia, which club had won' 60
and lost 40 games for a percentage
of .600. Boston and Cleveland were
both within striking distance of the
leaders, for there were but 75 points
between the Tigers in first place and
the Cleveland club in fourth.

BERLIN

HAMILTON'S
A

COMFORTABLE CITY

NOT THE SHORTCAKE OF OLD

Offers Opportunity for Passing a Win
ter Unequaled by Any Other
Place In Europe.

Writer Laments That Hotel and Re
taurant Variety Is Hardly What
Mother Used to Make.

Berlin. This city is the most com
fortable city in Europe. This plain

Are you among thoco unfortunates
who once knew the taste no, not

4

CENTENNIAL

Hamilton, Ontario, Aug. 11. Centennial week, in celebration of the
100th anniversary of the founding of
Hamilton, was ushered In today with
the opening of a big industrial and
historical exposition.
The exposition
was formally Inaugurated by Sir John
M. Gibson. Athletic contests, reunions,
historical exercises, fireworks displays " and parades and pageants of
many kinds will fill in. the week.
The city is decorated as never before
in its history. Thousands of Hamilton "old boys," now resident in the
states and in western Canada, have
returned for the fastivities.

CHI'S JOi OF ARC

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK
'

Miss Shen Pei Ching Is Leader of

Monday

Suffragettes.

of Grana circuit race
:
meeting at Detroit.
West Virginia state championship
Her Energy and Intelligence ana tennis tournament
opens at Parkers-burCharming Manners Command Respect of Highest Officials-T- ook
Dominion
chamnlonshin
lawn
Part In Revolution.
Opening

statement of a plain fact doesn't mean
rather the
Is beautiful as Is either mere taste,
the ecstatic hypnotism of
Influence
as
Paris or Vienna, but simply that
by a real strawa place in which 'to pass a winter the palate, produced
and are now reduced
shortcake,
berry
or to reside the entire year It ofrestaurant and hotel variety?
RACES LOSE ATTENPENNANT
fers opportunities which do not ex- to I the
GET
saw "strawberry shortcake" on
TION AS LEADING TEAMS
ist in Europe.
menu the other day. My mind
FURTHER AHEAD
Berlin proper Is not imposing, its the
Jimmy Clabby vs. Billy Papke, 10
visualized an old blue plate
promptly
Pekln, China. When the ballots of
historic Interest is scanty, but the new
three-decka
under
at Denver.
rounds,
wedge
China's first presidential election
the
Berlin, Greater Berlin, is a brilliant staggering
New York, Aug.
of yellow foam biscuit, loaded down
Jack
Britton
vs. Frankie Burns, 10
a
that
found
was
It
were
counted
In
a
large park, with a
city of villas set
league
pint of field strawberries and
concluding games of the major
received three electoral rounds, at Denver.
woman
had
streets
where
are
the
where
curved,
months
smothered under a cup of rich cream.
haball season are still two races is
Steve Ketchel vs. Sammy Trott, 18
votes. The little person who thus
evtry vista invites the eye, where
The vision perceptibly altered when
pennant
the
in
Interest
flowers
rule
and
boldly contested honors with Dr. Sun rounds, at Winnipeg.
spaces
great
delight. the waiter placed before me a thin JAPANESE
away,
BY
we
Yat Sen was miss anen rei turns,
Despite the dire predictions made Ten years ago Berlin West, say Char- already overshadowed ny senes. This
Tuesday
and haggard piece of dough, soaked
m onmmnndor nf thp amazon. coma '
1913 has proved lottenburg, in
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the
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world's
year,
present
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the
in
of play
with milk and garnished with a few
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a
which
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unlucky
for
the
camp
date
being
HUEBTA SUPPORTERS
race meeting at Peoria, lit.
sliced bits of half green market berunusual Bituatlon in
tionary army. With a burning desire
to the riod so far as American athletics are
ries that spoke eloquently of the high
national sport is due entirely
Arc she had or
of
Reliability run of the Kansas State
Joan
emulate
to
In three international conthe leadcost of living.
a company of infantry com Automobile association.
runaway race being made hy Ameri- concerned.
ganized
But there was a time when shall SEVERAL
tests the United States has successNational and
LITTLE BROWN MEN posed of maidens as courageous and
Johnny Dundee vs. Jack White, 20
ing teams in the
return the glory of its prime? when
the polo and the
have
both
some
defended
in
years
APPEAR NEAR JUAREZ AND
Not
fully
patriotic as herself. She had secured rounds, at Vernon, Cal.
can leagues.
on
of
all
the poetry
youth ripened
for them arms, uniforms and equip
the first canoe cups and regained possestssion
OTHERS ARE SENT OUT
Dick Hyland vs. Tom Gaffney, 10
such wide margins separated
the fragrant stalks of the field strawment and had drilled them In the latassoThree
tennis.
in
maor
Davis
the
of
cup
In
the
at Anaconda, Mont.
rounds,
and second clubs
berry.
these
At
est military tactics.
Nanking
international cup contests re
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 11. The Mex resolute
Shortcake was the main item on the
maidens could be seen
ciations at this stage of the pennant other
Wednesday
exam- main to be decided In the Harnsworth
affairs, on ican government is enlisting Japan marching to battle, each carrying a
table, two big three-laye- r
Annual open championship tournafit jL I
r
races. There have been several
t- -.
I
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as
dinner plates
big
ese fighting men In its regular army. heavy rifle and several cartridgc ment of Metropolitan Golf association
runaway race in motor boat race, the Palma rifle shootples of the
com
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sonder
contest
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yacht
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0
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one or tne oiuer
usual pyramid of baked potatoes, and
ed to go into action no one doubted
defeat be the
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J
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the recollection of the sterling vie
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Before
A glance back over the records
during
er of milk or cider; but it was well train over the Mexican aNtional rail the amazons had rendered distinthe tories in pool and tennis will go far
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a
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trophies
compensate
Open championship tournament of
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past few years shows that
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chief
Exchange.
thing.
out during the autumn months.
noon to repair the Mexican National party. They acted as messengers. Royal Canadian Golf association opens
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revo at
Davis cup is parti
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other
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line near Rancheria, and to run down carrying documents whichnottheintnu-for
in front the struggle,
leaders dared
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the bowl is not likely zoological garden,
around that section.
Friday
perialists. They smuggled arms and
son. While the Athletics and Giants freely made that
Many Dwellers In English
suburb; today it Is the real Berlin,
to
won
be
race meeting
again within the next few and not the stuffy old town, with its
The Japanese were mixed with the ammunition to the secret revolutionOpening of five-da- y
Country Villages.
are leading their respective leagues
Mexican soldiers on the train. They ary societies which flourished in ev- at the Empire City trade, New York.
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And now they are shipping water to
towns in Kansas and Missouri because
of the drought. Still people think New
Mexico is a desert!

"Stricken while eating soup" says a
New York paper of a heat victim. We
have seen and heard some others
that we wished had been stricken.
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are guaranteed the
Amid all this roasting of that dear
larcest daily and weekly circulation T. E. let us not forget that he was
of any newspaper in northern New
the man who originated the policy of
Mexico.
trusting newspaper men with the
truth on all matters and letting them
TELEPHONES
print the part that ought to be printed.
o
Business Office
Main 2
Seattle is thinking of framing up
News Department
Main 9
a giant thermometer so that everyone
who passes, visitors to the city includ
AUGUST 11, 1913.
MONDAY,
ed, can see how cool it is. This would
be a good stunt for Las Vegas, the
thermometer to be placed down at the
DUST
Advertisers

depot.

Dust man is and to dust he shall re
turn declares the Bible, but there is
no necessity for man to die to accum
ulate dust in Las Vegas. Some of the
residence streets are full ef it Not
the cash kind that always settles too
soon but the dusty kind that never

settles.

o

The New York World prints the fcl
lowing excerpt from the Albuquerque
Morning Journal's editorial about Senator Fall:
"Senator Fall doesn't want peace In
Mexico. Ee was against Diaz and for
Madero, until Madero won; he was
against Madero and for Orozco, until
Madero was cverthrown and killed; he
is against Huerta and for Carranza
now. senator rail is tor reoeinon in
Mexico. Why?

The dust nutence is smething that
gives tne town a very bad black eye
in the estimation of visitors. It is
bad for lawns, makes housewives tired
una worn irom eternal cleaning up,
o
and makes the streets more difficult
fcr travel. It is about as bad an ad'
ISIPHOVESIENT
veitisement for a rity as it coul'l "nave, STREET
x.'ud being tie only thing worse,' and
cn& is what it becomes when it rains.
IS COMMENCED TODAY
There are ?3'eril airquate T.st'jods
ol getting rid of
one of
tlem being cheip enough for munici GUTTERING LAID IN FRONT OF
pal use until such time as paved CITY HALL AND Y. M. C. A.
streets are in order. This is daily
BUILDING; MORE COMING
sprinkling. At present the sprinkling
force of the city consist of one wagon,
Work was started this morning on
two horses, one amiable driver and a gutter to be built in front cf the
one small and smiling boy. The latter city hall and the Y. M. C. A. building.
This gutter will be of concrete of
.la an unofficial addition.
St Is impossible for the wagon to regulation size. A gutter has long
cover all the streets of the city daily teen needed in the front of the city
and it is" equally impossible to let hall and the Y. M. C. A. as when a
the business streets go without water, heavy rain falls the water washes out
as the dust would otherwise damage the street. But it was not needed in
merchants' stock and would beside be these places any more than is needed
very disagreeable to all who travel the all over the city,
J. S. Duncan has informed the city
main streets. But another wagon
would help a whole lot. It could go authorities that he will build a gut
cut through the residence streets and Iter on his side of Sixth street
into the 'rounding the opera house and it is
make a few side-trip-s
suburbs.
hoped that many more will follow his
'
of
example.
There it could carry a message
"Good streets in a city mean advermoisture and cheerfulness while the
main wagon driven by the official tising that can not be obtained
driver and superintended by the through magazines, newspapers or, in
traofficial small , boy could keep any other way," said a Las Vegan to
the main streets in order. Thus day, "and the chance that Las Vega?
mot only the , dust but the ques- has along this line should not be overtion ol what to do with it would be looked by the business men. With the
to ocean highway passin?
ocean
settled.
through the city bringing at least two
tourists in each day and sometimes
Don't waste the water.
o
as high as 20 work of this kind would
And at last we can have a road race be noticed and word of it rapidly
of considerable length without killing snread about' the country. Not only
will the gutters be an advantage alons
smyone.
street keeping lines but will display
a
headline.
club"
public spirit in a commendable way.
"Sunshine
says
Huh! Out here we don't have to club The cost of placing such a gutter ii)
the front of business houses is slight,
3 he sunshine
we have it anyway.
o
while the benefit there received cannot
be counted."
The way of salvation lies through
Mayor Taupert this morning stated
silage, according to a Kansas paper.
that the example had been started and
Most ministers think differently.
0 '
that n9"w!tn the city officials was
"Between sufragettes and "PiccadU-"l- y anxious that the good work continues,
Tint'' scandals' some of the British
The Federation of Ship Carpenters,
peers are retting in rather badly.
o
Joiners and Caulkfrs, with a memThis is bad weather for the under- bership of 'about. 2.50(,, has voted to
United Brotherhood
affiliate wyit
takers it's not cool enough to Vi'.l rff
hr.-- .t
find Joiners' Internaof Pnrp"itprs
.tin sickly and too cool to raure
tional union.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 11. Cora prices broke
today account the ending of the
drought in Iowa and because of
rain in northern Illinois and some
other parts of the belt. Selling was
very free, bearish sentiment being increased by heavier offerings of old
corn on the part of country holders.
There were signs, however, of many
resting orders to purchase on the de(Continued from Page One)
cline.
The opening was 1
to 1
cents lower. December, which startwithout wraps, shivered in the cold ed at 65, to
to
a loss'of
air here.
1
The close
finally rallied to
was nervous with September
to
Wilson Says Good-Bynet lower at
Further ofWashington, Aug.
Beneficial moisture northwest and
ficial reports of the arrival in Mexico liberal world
shipments eased wheat,
City of John Lind, President Wilson's December opening 4 to
rown at
personal representative, say ample 89
to 89U and rose to
The
precautions were taken by the Mexi- close was firm with December at
can government to guard against any the same
as Saturday night.
demonstration. Mr. and Mrs. Lind
December oats, which at the outset,
went to a hotel because the Ameri- was 43
to
showing a fall of
can embassy was only partly
to , touched 43 and then reacted

LOW SILENCE

UNUSUALLY

POLICY

OF WILSON FOB

PRECIPITATION
DURING JULY

SEVERAL

"Lost: Fox terrier pup. Finder
MONTH PRACTICALLY
NORMAL
please call 1422 main" says a w'antad
IN TEMPERATURE BUT RAINS
If we found a fox terrier pup we did
, ARE BELOW STANDARD
not want' we'd likely call for the
Entered it the postoffice at East
J
o
Las Vosas, New Meiico, for transA mother threw a burning can of
mission through the United States coal oil pver her baby daughter the
mails is i ficoud class matter.
other- - day. This Is another example
Look where you
of that precept:
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
throw your burning matches.
o
Dally, by Carrier
$ .05
Now Secretary Daniels is trying to
Per Copy
15 keep snobs out of the navy. At times
One Week
.65 some of the members of this adminis
One Month
$7.50 tration show flashes of commn sense
One Year
Mall
that appeal to us mightily at times.
Daily, by
o- $6.00
One Year
3.00
8ix Months
Why is the world "battery" applied
to the men most often handling the
ball In our national game? Is it be
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
cause they are most often, battered by
GROWER
the shafts of wit from the bleachers?
$2.00
One Year
o
1.00
Six Months
The ambassador to Japan rode to
palace of the Mikado in an imperial
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip coach, escorted by a regiment of ImArid Hie ambassador
tions.)
perial cava v.
Remit by draft, check or money or- is supposed to be just a plain everyder. If sent otherwise we will not day Americau- o
be responsible for loss.
Now they are going to prosecute
Specimen copies free on applica.'-Sulzer for perjury at least the New
tion,
York World Intimates as much. Po
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT litics are getting awful these days, a
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
fellow can hardly pick up an honest
PAID FOR
campaign check in them any more.
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Santa Fe, Aug. 11. The following
report of the climatic conditions dur
ing the month of July has been made
public by Charles E. Linney, section
director of the weather bureau
The month of July, 1913, averaged
practically normal in temperature in
New Mexico, but far below the nor
mal in precipitation. In fact, with
the exception of July, 1903, with a
mean of .85 inch, it was the driest
July within the record of the "state.
'
No part of the state escaped the
great lack of rainfall, although the
northeastern and southwestern counties, owing to a number of heavy local
downpours, averaged highest, and in
one or two instances exceeded the
normal precipitation. As a rule,
however, the deficiency was marked
and general, greatest in the Pecos
valley, and1 at scattered localities in
the plains region, the Estancia valley
and the middle west.
Local shower conditions prevailed
throughout the month and scarcely
a day occurred without showers, but
they were heaviest and most, general
from the 14th to the 22nd.
The temperature of the month was
erratic; most stations recorded high
maximum temperatures
during the
first two weeks of the month, and
later touched very low minimum temperatures, with light to killing frost
on the 27th or 28th in the higher
northern districts, causing no little
damage to crops in the high mountain valleys.
While the mean for the state" was
practically normal, certain localities,
especially northeast and central east
counties, and the middle Rio Grande
valley exceeded the normal considerably, while the western, northwest
ern and most of the central valleys
were normal or slightly below. The
heat period .of the first two weeks
was one of the longest and most trying in years, and the more frequent
showers and cooler days and nights
of the last half of the month were
most welcome.
The 11th was generally the warmest day of the month,
and the 27th or 28th was the coldeBt.
The sunshine of the month was
considerably above the normal; for
the state as a whole there were 16
clear days, 13 partly cloudy days and
but three cloudy days, while .01 inch.
or more precipitation occurred on an
average of five days. At Roswell
there was 82 per cent of the total
possible sunshine, and at Santa Fe
78 per cent.
The relative humidity
averaged low; at the agricultural col
lege it was 40 per cent, at Roswell
48 per cent and at Santa Fe 47 per
cent, mitigating in marked degree the
effect of the heat. The winds of the
month were light and prevailing
southwesterly. A few rather severe
local gales occurred; at itoswell 64!
miles per hour was recorded ou the
14th, and at the agricultural college
48 on the 13th.
Temperature
The mean temperature of the 'state,
as determined from the records of
90 stations, having a mean altitude
of about 5,000 feet, was 72.3 degrees,
or .3 degree below the normal, and 1
degree above July, 1912. The highest
monthly mean temperature was 82.6
degrees at Deming, and the lowest
56.8 degrees at Winsor's ranch. The
highest recorded temperature was
109 degrees at Carlsbad and Richland
on the 11th, and the lowest 28 degrees
at Elizabethtown on the 28th. The
greatest local range of temperature
was 67 degrees at Wlllard and the
least 35 degrees at the Rea ranch in
the; Man zano mountains, while the
greatest" local daily range was 57
on the 1st and at
s
ranch on the 28th. The district
averages vfere as follows: No. 7 (Canadian and northeast), 72.1 degrees;
No. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande), 72.4
degrees; No. 9 (Western), 72.2 degrees.
Precipitation
The average precipitation for the
state, as determined by the records
of 149 stations, was 1.27 inches, or
1.15 inches below the normal for the
month, and .92 inch below July, 1912.
The greatest amount was 3.93 inches
at Deming, and the least a trace at
Laguna. The greatest amount in any
24 consecutive hours was 1.98 inches
at Deming on the 14th. The district
averages were as follows: No. 7, 1.'42
Inches; No. 8, 1.08 inches; No. 9, 1.71
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,.The gunboat now at Norfolk navy
yard, probably will soon follow the
Tacoma, ordered last night to Vera
Cruz. The navy is almost depleted
of the mosquito craft because they
have been assigned to militia, duty,
They are highly desirable in the pres.
ent situation because their light
draft permits them entry to most all
Mexican harbors. The big battlesffips
have been unable to approach nearer
than 12 miles to some ports. The
Tacoma is expected at Vera Cruz
Monday or Tuesday next week.
Former Ambassador Wilson called
on Secretary
Bryan today to say
goodbye.
'

'

43.

.

First sales of provisions were 2
cents lower to 5 cents higher, with
January options as follows: Pork
$19.15; lard $10.72; ribs $10.12.
The closing quotations were as fol-

a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that yovi cen
keep cool and comfortable
during the Summer
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of

the

I

coffee bean.

lows:

Wheat, September

89;

94.

66;

68.

44;

46.

May
Corn, September
May
Oats, September
May

85;
71;

December

41;

December

Pork, September

December
'

January

$20.87;

$19.20.

Lard September

$11.27; October

$11.35; January $10.72.
Ribs, September $11.02;
After $11.05; January $10.12.

October

Hermosillo, Sonora, Ausr. 11.
a general review of the constitution

alist troops at the front at Guaymas
Governor Maytorena, former Acting
Governor Pesquiera and General Obre-.;ohave returned to Hermosillo. Of
ficial denial was made today that
there had been any break between
Maytorena, Pesquiera and Obregon or
between the governor and the state
congress, as had been rumored.
Continued desertions at Guaymas
from the federal to the insurgent
ranks were reported. It was an
nounced that one entire company, with
its captain, had taken the oath of al
egiance to the constitutionalist cause.

There is reeJly

With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.
The Electric Fan. the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Grill and many other handy
appliances will aid in making life really
worth living during the, sultry summer

months.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Aug. 11. Hogs, receipts

Las Vegexs Light and
Power Company

Market 5 cents higher. Bulk
$8.458.75; heavy $8.458.65; packers and butchers $8.458.80; lights
$S.508.80,; pigs $77.50.
Cattle, receipts 15,000. Market 10
to 20 cents higher. Prime fed steers
$S.408.75; dressed beef steers $7.25
8.40; western steers $68.10; southern steers $57.25; cows $3.506.50;
heifers $4.508.60; stockers and feeders $58; bulls $4.256.5u; calves
5,000.

$58.75.

Sheep, receipts

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

ilarket steady

6,000.

to 10 cents lower. Lambs $5.257.10;
Carranza Loses Friend
yearlings $4. 50 5. 50; wethers $4
Mexico City, Aug.
11. Charging 4.75; ewes $3. 25 4. 25; stockers and
him with being a regular trafficker feeders $2.504.25.
with the dignity of the Mexican race
and the integrity of ,the republic,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Ignacio Pesquiera,. former military
New York, Aug. 11. The one fea-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

A ND

R

ETA

I

L

governor of the state of Sonora, has
marsevered his relations with Venuslanio ture of interest in today's early
announcement
was
the
ket
session
uy
Carrazna, with whom he had been
tion apparently chose to adopt a wait- rainfall was a potent factor in the genPacific
directors
of
the
Union
the
working in accord.
Steel, Union Pacific
subscription price for its Southerh Pa- ing policy. By those who favored the eral advance.
accumulated constru;tive side disappointment was and eadingsold two points over SatWashington, Aug. .11. Constitu-tionaljst- s cific holdings 92, with
Jiere pronounce "entirely dividends, Southern Pacific which in expressed at the market's failure to urday and Canadian Pacific gained
false" the Mexico City report that common with other active issues had to make a more definite response to four.
over later crop developments.
The last sales were as follows:
Ignacio Pesquiera has broken with shown some initial heaviness fell
The market closed strong. Specu- Amalgamated , Copper
72
Venusliano Carranza. They are in a point from last Saturday's price as
became known, lation became lively in the closing American Sugar, bid
109
with
communication
Pesquiera the subscription terms
97
through their Junta at Douglas, Ariz. after which it moved feverishly. Trad- hour and prices rose subsequently. Atchison
160
ing was light and listless and bonds Shorts took alarm at the appearance Reading
of some large purchasing orders for Southern Pacific
92
were irregular.
HAVE YOUR LAWS
ATTORNEYS,
The list was left entirely to its own Steel and they covered hastily in all Union Pacific
, .153
UP. TO DATE
64
devices or those of the trading ele- directions. Belated recognition of the United States Steel
The New Mexico laws are of prac ment In the later session and that fac- - benefits- 108
arising from the extensive United States Steel, pfd.
tically no use unless they are com
pletely annotated. There has' been 13
g'i3?5E
no revision or compilation of our laws
I
Some of Our
Some of Our
since 1897 and positively will not be
until 1917. The undersigned has here
Every Day
GOOD
Every Day
tofore prepared a full and complete
Bargains
Bargains
p
list of all the amendments, modifications and repeals of the laws of New
i
Best
Codet
Mexico, commencing with the ComABOUT
piled Laws of 1897, through and in27 inch
jj
Boy's Blouse
cluding the Session Laws of 1899,
Du Nord
Toile
1901, 1903, 1907 and 1909, and has
Waists
Dress Ginghams
now just cpmpleted a full and com1
Each
plete list of all amendments', modifica
Per Yard
tions and repeals of the Session Laws
1- -2
of 1912 and 1913. The entire work
consists of over two thousand anno
When you want Something Good Try
tations and includes all available ref
Iron Clad
American
Us. You will not be deceived.
erences to the New Mexico Reports, 1
Our
Print
Boy's Hose
the Pacific Reporter and the United
are
the
always
prices
A
Calico
No. 15
cheapest,
quality
States Supreme Court Reports.
p
has
been
of
and
time
deal
labor
inch
24
great
Heavy Ribbed
is considered, No one has ever, denied the
spent on these annotations and no
Pair
Per Yard
'."Per
above statement. Why not trade where
attorney or other person having occasion 'to iise bur laws1, can afford
to be without a set.
you are assured of the best and most
I
Warner's Rust
36 inch
This work is printed on white gum
considerate
attention?
in
select
Variety
med paper, i. red ink, conveniently
Lonsdale
Proof Corsets
arranged, for use.
ion has been the end in view in all

STRAIGHT

TALI

BACHARACH'S

65c '

12

'

i

ii

''''"'I

7o

RECORD

SUGAR

our

Muslin

Price

Set commencing with Compiled
Laws of New Mexico of 1897 down to
and Including laws of 1909, $5.00.
Additional annotations for laws of
1912 and 1913, $2.50.
Complete set, $7.50.
Address: FRANK J. LAVAN, Attorney at Law, Santa Fei, N. M. Adv.

Per Yard
121-- 2
Genuine Amoskeag
Outing

;

Taking these things m consideration;
Don't you think we deserve your Patron

Flannel
Per Yard

12

CONSUMPTION

Washington, Aug. 11. Americans
continue to be the greatest consumers
of sugar of any race in the world, is
a fact set forth in figures issued to
inches.
day by the bureau of forsign an(1 do'
mestic commerce. In the fisral year
The Kitty league Is producing a of 1913 ending June 30, the Unitsd
classy pennant race this season, with Slates used eight billloi pounds of
Paflnrah, ITopkinsville and Clarksville sugar, an amount never disposed of
before in any 12 months. "
'mining as favorites.

buying. Our assortments our complete
in every detail. We always give you
what you ask tor--

515-51-

age?

1- -2
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7
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OPPOSITE
CASTANEDA
HOTEL
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PERSONALS
E. R. Bartlett of Topeka was a business visitor here today.
J, C. Duncan of St. Joseph, Mo.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
' today.
Joe Kapp of Ocate came in last
night for a few days visit with friends
in Las Vegas
Charles A. Spless left this afternoon
for Raton here he will be on business
for several days.
'
Orrin Blood left last night for Denver, where he will remain for several
weeks on a vacation.
Chester Hunker left last night for
Kansas City, where he will remain for
several weeks on business.
Mrs. I. Stern and children o Albuas the
querque are in Las Vegas
Meld.
W.
L.
Mrs.
of
guests
H. B. Miller of Clovis arrived in
a
Las Vegas yesterday evening for
here.
visit
few days' business
Charles Scott returned last night
from Levi, where he has been for
the past week on business.
Captain J. B. Brunton of Shoema
ker came in this afternoon for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. S. B. Rohrer returned this after
noon from Onava where she has been
visiting for the past tyo days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Reid of Ros
well came in yesterday afternoon for
a few weeks visit with rriends.
Rev. J. S. Moore left this afternoon
for Wagon Mound where he will re
main for several days on businei"'
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Bensart of Em
poria, Kas., arrived' In Las Vegas yesterday evening for a few days' visit
here.
'r.harles Chadwick. a commission
broker of Albuquerque, came In last
night for a few days' business visit
here.
W. G- Ogle returned this afternooi
from Wagon Mound and Levy where
he has been ori business for several

Miss Marie Arnold of Raton Is the
guest of Judge and Mrs. D. J. Leahy
for several weeks. Mrs. Jerry Leahy TODAY'S BASEBALL
and Miss Arnold will leave tomorrow
for the Y, M. C. A. camp where they
wyi remain for the coming week.
National League
Traveling in his private business
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11. First game;
car, W. E. Hodges, assistant vice presR. E.
ident of the Athcison, Topeka and San3
6' 2
ta Fe Railway company, pased Cincinnati
4
2
1
through Las Vegas this afternoon on Pittsburgh
Batteries: Ames and Kling; Clarke;
hiB way home to Chicago from Cali
Camnitz and Gibson.
fornia.
Miss Vera McKenna of New City
American League
left this afteroon for Denver, Colo..
Chicago at Philadelphia.
where she will visit friends for several
Detroit at Boston.
weeks. She will return to Las Vegas
St. Louis at New York.
for a few weeks stay. Miss McKenna
Cleveland at Washington.
has been the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
In
Oliver Peacock, during her stay
American Association
this city.
St.
at Columbus.
Paul
Mr. and Mrs. J; M. Herrey and fam
at Indianapolis.
Kansas
City
in
came
in
last
night
ily of Roswell
Milwaukee at Toledo.
their car. Mr. Hervey is a prominent
Minneapolis at Louisville.
lawyer of Roswell and is on his way
to Raton, where he will attend a
Western League
meeting of the State Bar association.
Des Moines at Lincoln.
Sioux City at Denevr.
MONTANA LABOR FEDERATION
at Topeka.
Omaha
lth
del
Roundup, Mont, Aug.
St. Joseph at Wichita."
or
labor
the
all
egates present from
ganizations of the state, the annual
convention of the Montana Federation
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
ot Labor was opened here today. Tr'
proceedings of the convention will oc
National League
cupy several days.
Brooklyn, 3; St. Louis, 0.
New York, 5; Cincinnati, 4.
THIRST FOR CORK
postponed
rain.
CAUSES BEG DOCKET
American League
Washington, G; Cleveland, 1.
ll.-r-W-

Chicjago-Ph'iladelph-

LIVEN
BLOODS
YOUNG
SIX
GET
THINGS
YESTERDAY;
SOOTHED DOWN TODAY

Western League
Denver, 3; Omaha, 15.
Des Moines,
Topeka,
Sioux City, 10-Lincoln,
St. Joseph, 2; Wichita, 0.

HARRIS

AND

STELLAR

HffiiON
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TO START
ASSIST MIGHTILY IN HANDING SANTA FE SHORT END
OF 7 TO 3 SCORE

DUO

SAVE rjQHEY- -

T&

IS THE TllitlQ

One Dollar will open a savings account for you here with 4 per cent
No red tape about; wc make it
easy to start a savings account.

interest compounded

semi-annnall-

Yes, their dream came true.'
The local Elks team won their
game with the Santa Fe team yesterday in Santa Fe in a most decisive
way. They outplayed them in a num.
ber of ways and were more than suc
cessful in getting the number of the
Santa Fe pitcher. The official score
at the end of the game was 7 to 3.
The game was fast and interesting. tight places Harmon distinguished'
Few bonehead plays were made and himself.
The whole team worked well toeverybody played ball. John Harris
for the local team did the star stunt. gether, which is half the game. The
With two men the bases Harris came fielders did excellent work, hooking
to bat and with the wallop that al the tall ones with a vigor and vim
secures the bacon, scored a unknown to the general run of Las

y.

PEOPLES BAtiii

Tfi&RF CO.

fk

it3.aoa.oa

CAPITAL

ways
home run.

John seemed to have received some mysterious assistance
this time for the ball actually went
out such a distance that the fielders
on the Santa Fe team gave up the
ghost in dispa'lr.
Harper Harmon, the man with the
arm, played one of his best games.
With the bases full Harper in cool
and smiling attitude fanned the last
man. He allowed few men to walk
and was especially delighted when
they fell one, two and three. In all

local boys was by far the best feat-ure of the trip. Not one or those Elks
and other people from Las Vegas
who attended this affair had anything
but praise for the Santa tfeantlered
folk as entertainers.' A royal time
was shown them all.
Yesterday morning the boys were
the guests at an automobile ride over
the many interesting places of the
was
Ancient City. This feature
greatly enjoyed. A return game will
be played here next Sunday. The
Santa Fe team and citizens who will
come over will be guests at a dance
Saturday night and on an auto trip
Sunday morning. The Jocal lodge is
making preparations to make- this
affair as huge a success as possible
although they have their doubts as to
1

Vegas players, while the Infield con-

tinually shouted 'for hot ones. Har
mon and Ettinger held the box for
the local team while Safford and
Bernardineell worked there for the
Santa Fe team. Safford proved to be
a good man but the local team was
too strong for him. The game was
school
played on the Brothers'
grounds and was witnesed by a large
crowd.
The dance given Saturday night by
the Santa Fe Elks in honor ,of the

whether they can compete with the
Santa Fe bunch when it comes to
real entertainment.
The score of the game played yesterday was as follows:

R.H.E.
Las Vegas
9 2
301 002 0107
7 3
100 000 2003
Santa Fe
Home
runs Harris;
Summary:
hree base hit, Harmon; two base
hite, White.
Catcher McGee is showing some nice
work with the Detroit Tigers, both behind the plate and at bat.
Great is the timely hitting of Connie Mack's Athletics. So far this season
the Mackmen have averaged nearly
six runs to the game.

1--

One of the busiest days seen in. the
city court for several months was in
order this morning when Judge D. R
American Association
Murray dispensed with nine cases
seem
Kansas City,
him.
before
Indianapolis,
Yesterday
brought
St. Paul,
ed to be a good day for everybody to
Columbus,
have a good time, as was shown in
Louisville,
Minneapolis,
the court this, morning when six
Toledo, 0; Milwaukee, 4.
days.
R. R. Ryan, a well known attorney yomtg men, all residents of the west
of Silver City, arrived in Las Vegas side, were brought before Judge Mur
Pacific Coast League
Los Angeles,
Oakland,
Saturday night for a few days' bus! ray to answer a charge that had been
ness visit.
Sacramento
San Francisco,
brought against them for fighting.
Mrs. I. Appel and children returned All those arrested had been impli
Venice,
Portland,
Yesterday from the Y. M. C. A. camp cated in a fight that took place in
where they have been visitors for the the Bridge bar on the west side. They
Southern League
nast week.
were thrown out of this place by the
Nashville, 4; Atlanta, 5.
L. Skidmore of St. Louis arrived owners and immediately crossed the
in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and river and started a royal battle
will be a business visitor here for amongst themselves. The street was
STANDING
JFJHE CLUBS
several days.
blocked during their row and upon
Charles Thacker, deputy sheriff of complaint ixif Pedro Padilla, a resi
National League
Colfax county, came in yesterday af dent of Las Vegas, the local officers
Won Lost Pet.
Club
.689
32
71
ternoon from Raton with a patient for were called to the scene of battle New York
.622
37
61
and all six of the boys were arrested, Philadelphia
the state asylum.
on
was
49
Max Nordhaus left this morning on
.529
56
arrested
Montoya
Ignacio
Chicago
.525
48
53
the California limited for Albuquerque complaint of Pedro Padilla on the Pittsburgh .
.444
44
55
after having been a visitor here for charge of drunkenness, fighting and Brooklyn
58
.420
as the instigator of the main fight, Boston the past few days.
-- 42
65
42
.393
Paul Brinegar returned Saturday He pleaded guilty and was given
Cincinnati .
65
41
,387
night from Iowa, where he has been sentence of 30 days in jail or the St. Louis
for the past several weeks visiting payment of a fine of $25 and the
friends and relatives.
costs of the case. Up to this evening
American League
E. E. Johnson, the land man, re he had been unable to raise the nec
Club
Won Lost Pet,
afternoon from essary funds.
turned vesterdav
71
33
.683.
Philadelphia
"
Fernandino
65
43
.602
Martinez, Marcelino Cleveland
Springer, where he has heen on busi
ness for the past few days.
Herrerra and Alabino Sandoval, who Washington
.562
46
59
Clem Cooney, representative of the were also connected with the fight- - Chicago
.523
57
52
American Tobacco company, was
53
.485
50
ing, were given a sentence of 15 Boston .
business visitor in Las Vegas today days in jail or the payment of a fine Detroit '.
.417
63
45
'
from his headquarters at Denver.
of $10 and the costs of the case. Up St. Louis
.387
43
68
last
Mrs. Archer Talley returned
to this evening Martinez was the New York
.340
66
34
night from Chicago and other placos only one that haa paid the fine.
Rubio and Jose Tabio were arin the east where she has been visiting
Western League
relatives for the past few months.
rested with the bunch ar, being impliWon Lost Pet.
Club
Dr. J. S. Jones, connected with the cated and although not so drunk as Denver
.640
40
.71
.580
46
testing of cattle in this state, came in were their companions they were Des Moines
-- 64
.505
last night from the southern part of connected with the fight and were St. Joseph
55
56
the state, where he has been on busi- given a fine of $5 each, which was Lincoln
.500
55
-- 55
.491
ness,
57
j
suspended by the judge on, condition Omaha'- Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey left this that they pay the costs of the case, Sioux City
.450
61
50
.450
afternoon for the La Jara Hunting Tabio paid the costs and was releas Topeka"
60
49
.384
club grounds, where they will remain ed. Up to this evening RUbl6 had Wichita .
69
43
for the coming week on a short vaca- been unable to pay tne costs of his
case
tion.
Max Krause and Sidney Harberg
It is hoped by the officers that CHAVEZ-BRANNIGAof Mora left this morning for their this fight will be a lesson to others
homes at that place after having been who are inclined to be of a ffghtlng
BOUT INTERESTING
visitors in Las Vegas for the past mood and try to start things moving
on
few days.
the east side of the river.
lively
General' Manager F...C.,Fok of the: All others' fourid guilty of this offense
OUT
FANS WILL TURN
western lines of the Sahia,Fe Railway) will receive t.h.9 same treatment, it is DENVER
' EN MASSE TO WITNESS CONcompany "will Pass through Las Va-- , said.
FLICT TONIGHT
gas tonight on Tils way to "La Junta
Harry Davis was brought Before
the judge this morning on the charge
from Albuquerque,:!,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 11. Great inter-es- t
George Kinkel left last night for of trespassing. He was arrested' by
is being taken in the battle to be
Denver where he will attend the Santa Fe Officer Dixon and after
betonight at the stockyards arena
'is
fought
that
conclave
Knight Templar
paying the costs of the case was re
contender tor
ing here there this week, represent- leased. Santiago Mares and. Incar- - between Benny Chavez,
In the banworld
the
championship
nacion Gutteriez appeared before the
ing the local order.
Charles W. Allen, a former resident court to answer a charge of drunken- tamweight class, and Patsy Brannigan
of Las Vegas and well known here, ness and "disorder.
Mares pleaded of Pittsburgh.
Both, boys' are excellent fighters and
arrived in Las Vegas last night from guilty and was sentenced to serve
his present home in Arizona, for a ten days on the streets, while Gut- have records behind them- Bannigan
week's visit with relatives here.
teriez, who Is an old offender, was holds a knockout over 'Chavez but
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. McWenie came inclined to think he was not guilty. that will count nothing for tha boys
in yesterday evening from Raton. He had friends come to the court tonight as Chavez has demonstrated
Mrs. McWenie has been visiting rela- to speak In his favor and after some that he is far superior now to what
tives In Salt Lake City and was met time Judge Murray decided to sus- he was when he first met the Pitts- at Raton yesterday by Mr. McWenie. pend sentence of ten days on the con- burgs toy.
Mr. and Mrs. T, B. Bowen left yes- dition that he stay, sober at least
The fight Is scheduled to go ten
terday for Chicago where Mr. Bowen that time. This ended the work of rounds. Should Chavez win this hat- will attend a meeting of the Broth- the court this morning and ended tie he will be matched with Johnny
erhood of Locomotive Engineers that perhaps the busiest day the court Coulon and will thea make hi final
is to b held in that city'this month. will see for some time.
run for the championship. He is con
S. O.- Daunis, representative of the
fident of victory tonight and in the
Burroughs Adding Machine company,
The Ottumwa champions are out in opinion of a number of experts his
left yesterday evening for Santa Fe front and making a great fight for confidence is well founded. A record- after having been a visitor wth rela- this season's pennant In the Central
breaking audience will witness the
tives in Las Vearas for the past wees. associatim.
fight.
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ILL also appear personally and address the audience. You
will now have the opportunity to see the most talked of
man in Vegas, and the most, popular andj
actor in
the moving picture world. He will appear in all pictures shown
tonight.
Weli-kno-

Gre-gori- o
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Special, Featuring

el

Mr. Romaine Fielding and Miss Mary Ryan
A

Fascinating Female Detective Story.
This Picture was Produce in Silver City, New Mexico
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CALL PrtR BIOS
nronnRnia win be received
at the office of the County Clerk of
San Miguel county, New Mexico, until
10 o'clock a. m. August 25th, 1913,
for the construction and installation
of a steam heating plant in the public school building known as Reeves
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AND

Get Your Boy or Girl

GO
You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a

II

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets secend
A. M. Regular comfourth
Thursday
evening eael
munication first and
month ai w. o. W. Hall,
laittrnt
third Thursday
In
brothers cordially, invited. Howard
each month. Visiting
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhlll

CHAPMAN

-

CLASSIFIED

aJ

A

brothers cordially laSecretary.
med. Wm. P. Mills,
IC 8 .Van Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSENWALD

ma
TOR

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN
RATES

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WIT

Mexico.

The plans and specifications of
said heating plant may he seen at
the office of E. W. Hart in the City
of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check In the amount or
$50.00, made payable to the Board of
Education of the Town of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, to guarantee the faith
ful performance of the bid.
bond will be re
A satisfactory
bidder
successful
from
the
quired
with two sureties thereon, residents
of the County of San Miguel of the
State of New Mexico, conditioned for
the faithful performance of the written contract to be entered Into be
tween said1 successful bidder and the
Board of Education of the Town cf
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
The Board of Education of the
Town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, reserves the right to reject any and all

"ohe

She OPTIC

Heights, located in the northern porNew
T.as
Vegas,
itm of th town nt

IUBSCRIBE NOW

GO-CYCL-

11, 1913.

ADVEP-

w.

M.,

TISEMENTS

B.

I. O. of B.

cents per line each Insertion,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

LODGE NO. Ml
Meets
every first

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- rooms of Temple Montefiore M I
lar conclave mc. d Tues-- o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
Isaac Appal,
cordially invited.
.y"" day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:8 P. m. O. H.
President, Charles Greenclay, Bee
KlnkeL B.
Chaa. Tamme,
retary.

C;

CHAPTER NO. I, ROY
MASONS Regxlar con

NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. AH vial

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonlo
Temple at 7:1 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.

ing brethren cordially incited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedtfcock, cemetery trustee.

0.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

bids.
of the
The Board of Education
Town of Las Vegas, N. M., by
FIDEL ORTIZ,

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE

1.

NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN L
Love at Woodmen of the World
Its President.
halL on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. sa.
C. H Stewart, Consul; O. Laemmle.
Clerk; Z. Wj Montague, Local De
ATTORNEYS
WANTED A girl for general house
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
uty. Visiting members are espework, lOli Eighth street.
102 Mets every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordiMly lnviv
HUNKER & HUNKER
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
ed.
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Attorneys-at-Lacordially welcoma J. C. Wertt,
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
OR TRADE Chalmers
FOR SALE
LOCAL TIME CAN
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
"30" touring car, good condition, run
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
less than 9,000 miles. E. N. Kearney
DENTISTS
1203 Sixth street.
EAST BOUND
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Arrive
Sepan
fourth Tuesday evening of each
1:18 . r.
Dentist
:10 p. m
iUK SALiE store with a good as
month Elks home on Ninth street No. 2..
11:08 .
Dental work of any description at
sorted stock of general merchan
No. 4.... 11:05 p. m
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
2:10
moderate prices
2:05 a. m.
dise in a nearby Mexican town. The
8..
No.
Wm.
Invited'.
Got.
cordially
2:11
m.
Boom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
1:45
16.
best business town in the state
On-dop.
No.
J Mills, Btxalted Ruler; D. W.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Goods will invoice about $3,000,.00!
Secretary.
WEST BOUND
building with living rooms in con
1:41
1:20 p. m
nection $1,200.00. Inability to attend KNIGHTS OF C0LUMBU8, COUN-CI- No. I..
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
6:18 a.
m
a.
cause
8:10
to
of
is
business
the
wantin;
S..
No.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
NO. 304. Meets second and
4:30 p. m
m
to sell. Address 119 Optic.
4:20
7..
No.
p.
General MaBsage, Hair and Scalp
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
7:00 p.
m
6:35
No.
p.
I..
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Pioneer building.
Visiting memfurFOR
SALE
Different
of
pieces
Plaza Hotel
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
niture. Inquire 1112 Douglas avenue,
Office hours 1:30 n. m. to 3:30 p. m
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. S.
The daughter or A. Mitchell, Bagdad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney
health
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR trouble and they feared her Mitchwas permanently Impaired. Mr.
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W ell
says, "She was in terrible shape
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck MasO. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first but I got her to take Foley Kidney
FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
"
Onlv latest methods are em
sage.
and third Mondays of each month Pills and now she is completely
Eighth Street.
to have
more
liable
are
Women
ployed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Latrouble than men and will find
m. No work done on Saturdays ex
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers kidney
FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
Pills a safe dependable
Kidney
Foley
50c
Price
bv
cept
appointment.
man President; A. D. Tillman, Fin- and honest medicine O. G. Schaefer
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Appointments made for work at ladies'
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.

B.

HANSFORD

CHAPTER

8. Meets first and Ulrd Fridays
at 7: SO p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledte, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Uals in.

Wanted

for Sate

brotK-ersar-

e

.

For Rent

cur-ed.-

OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on
subscriptions.
GO-CYCL-

Price

$1.00

FOR RENT

Cheap, seven room ston
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

deputy,
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M

176.

AMD

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

B

HERMAN

FOR RENT Five room cottage
hi'il. Phone Purple 5301.

429 GRAND AVE.

.1

ror iuu!

Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Go-Cyc- le

Jf trrvu

,'A

tien

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed wo hunt or
fish upon this property except mem-oer- s
of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card in this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING

CLUB.

FLOUR

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance $

It 's giving "you
a present for do-

c

something
you 'd do toiy
ing

way when you
learn how Much

Name.

Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumatdisturbed
ism, dull headache, and
sleep, are all Indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
quickly and permanently. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store.

CRYSTAL IGE

on

NOTICE.

rs

sr

Subscribe for The Optic.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
Ice
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.
-

Las Vegas Ice & storage t.o.
1200 Lincoln

I Phone Main 227

,

Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per 100 lb
100 lbs.

....25c per
......30c per

lb.

100

40c per 100 lbs.
50c Per 100 ,b'

AGUA PURA COMPANY

at

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
ting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I

Adv.

Bee-rEMPRES- S

Address
Go-Cyc-

le

FLOUR

mm
CO

None ol boy or girl

-

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

to be

given absolutely free to

redh
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

DiiC

UD

FRENCH- GREY (STER
LING) FINISH
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tained

in this city from

ALL GROCERS

mons ai!
search out the people to whom
most.
worth
is
who MIGHT BUT the particular thing

CS84

ad,

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to smos
WOSld sever
hear
MOM
WSDaoer and
tha Aa. In
here.
advertised
were
your property unless it
,

whn

t!

3

,

er ads. in this newspaper want (a&4
, Others, who readi and ana f

s

I

I

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

Market Finders
Classified

SILVER

it

ANT Ads
Are Best

In every home where there Is a
baby there should also be a bottle of
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
needed at any time to correct sour
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
summer complaint. It Is a wholesome remedy, contains no opium, morphine or injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

V

are anxious to pay easn for) books, automobiles, used maehlawy
and furniture, 'articles of wtetulneei of any sort, and musical U
struments. .

t
v

ycr

As the classified ads, are read bj all possible bnye:s. of all
slble sorts of things, they save come to be Bndeu of the beet
kets.

LAS VtGAS DAILY OPTIC,
oi me disagreeable

0 Grace liviiv$foi Hill Lufe
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ILLUSTRATIONS
8YNOPSIS.
CHAPTER

I Tyron

Dunham,

Jurt

from a train, la approached by
flighted
Beautiful girl who aska hia protection.
Bhe is in tear of pursuit, but declines to

'

her distress. Dunham
home and, in the absence of his mother and stater, borrows
a hat and cloak lor her.
CHAPTER n He takes her to a dinner party at tlie home of a friend and
gives her name aa Mary Remington. Her
actions stamp her as a girl of refinement
,and breeding.
the cause of
S' in
kes her to his

CHAPTER III After the dinner she requests Dunham to assist her to leave the
city. He puts her on a train for Chicago
and supplies her with money.
CHAPTER IV Dunham has become Intensely Interested in the girl and anxious
to solve the mystery which surrounds
her. Stories In the newspapers of missing
girls only add to his bewilderment!
CHAPTER V Arrived In Chicago the
girl buys some cheap clothing in an attempt at disguise and starts out to seek
icmployment.
CHAPTER VI She gets work as a
waitress In the home of Mrs. Rhinehart.
CHAPTER VII Dunham receives a
package containing the borrowed hat and
cloak with a note of thanks signed
"Mary."
CHAPTER VIII Puidi im Rues to Chicago on lepal busino.su und exerts every
effort to find "Mary." He is invited to
the home of a friend for dinner. As he
approaches the house he hears a man
(riving directions to a shabbily dressed
individual regarding some one who goes
under the name of "Mary." He recognizes in the waitress at the dinner table
the
"Mary," and arranges
'for an Interview with her the following
iday at the Y. W. C. A.
CHAPTER IX He proposes to her, but
Ibefore ahe will give ner answer she Insists on telling him her story.
much-soug-

rnuiDL

"ETC.

ht

(Continued From Saturday)

CHAPTER X.
"My father died when I was only a
young girl. We had not much money,
and my mother's older brother took
us to his homo to live. My mother
was his youngest sister, and he loved
her more than any one else living.
,
There was another sister, a
much older than my mother, and
she had one son. He was a sulky,
handsome boy, with a selfish, cruel
nature. He seemed to be happy oniy
when he was tormenting some one. He
used to ceme to Uncle's to visit when
1 was there, and he delighted in annoying me. He stretched barbed wire
where he knew I was going to pass in
the dark, to throw me down and t?. r
my clothes. He threw a, quantity vf
burrs in my hair, and once he led
into a hornet's nest. After we wt:.i
to live at my uncle's, Richard was vr.-- t
there so much. He had displeased n.,'
v
uncle, and he sent him away
school; but at vacation times he c.
again, and kept the house in discomfort. He seemed always to have a
special spite against me. Once ha
broke a rare Dresden vase that' Uncle
prized, and told him I had done it.
Mother did not live long after Father died, and after she was gone, .
had no one to stand between me and
.Richard. Sometimes I had to tell my
Uncle, but oftener I tried to bear it.
because I knew Richard was already a
half-sister-

great distress to him.
"At last Richard was expelled from
college, and Uncle was so angry with
him that he told him he would do
nothing more for him. He must go to
Richard's father and mother
work.
had not much money, and there were
other children to support. Richard
threatened, me with all sorts of awful
things if I did not coax Uncle to take
him back into his good graces again.
I told him I would not say a word t
Uncle. He was very angry and swore
at me. When I tried to leave the
room he locked the door and would
not let me go until I screamed for
help. Then he almost choked me, but:
when he heard Uncle coming he jumped out of the window. The next day
,110 forged a check la my Uncle's nnnie,
land tried to throw suspicion on me,
'but he was discovered, and my uncle
idisinherited him. Uncle had Intended
to educate Richard and start him well
In life, but now he would have nothing
'further to do with him. It seemed to
;work upon my uncle's health, all the
idisgrace to the family name, although
:no one ever thought of my uncle In
iconnection with blame. As he paid
'Richard's debts, It was not known
what the boy had done, except by the
banker, who was a personal friend.
"We went abroad then, and everywhere Uncle amused himself by putting me under the best music masters,
and giving me all possible advantages
In languages, literature,
and art
Three years ago he died at Carlsbad,
and after his death I went back to my
music studies, following his wishes in
the matter, and staying with a dear
old lady in Vienna, who had been kind
to us when we were there before.
"As soon as my uncle's death was
known at home, Richard wrote the
most pathetic letter to me, professing
deep. contrition, and saying he could
never forgive himself for having quarreled with his dear uncle. He had a
sad; tale of how the business that he
had started had failed and left him
with debts. If he had only a few hundred dollars, he could go on with it
and pay off everything. He said I had
Inherited all that would have been. Ms
If he jiad done right, and he recog

plahl

(VdfXtit

nized the Justice or It, "but begged that
I would lend him a small sum until he
could get on his feet, when he would
repay me.

"I had little faith in his reformation,
but felt as if I could not refuse him
when I was enjoying what might have
been his, so I sent him all the money
I had at hand. As I was not yet of
age, I could not control all the property, but my allowance, was liberal.
Richard continued to send me voluminous letters, telling of his changed
life, and finally asked me to marry
him. I declined emphatically, but he
continued to write for money, always
ending with a statement of his undyIn disgust, I at last
ing affection.
offered to send him a certain sum of
money regularly if he would Btop
writing to me on this subject, and finally succeeded in reducing our correspondence to a check account. This
has teen going on tor three years, except that he has been constantly asking for larger sums, and whenever I
would say that I could not spare
more just then he would begin telling
me how much he cared for me, and
how hard it was for him to be separated from me. I began to feel desperate
about him, and made up my mind that
when
received the inheritance I
should ask the lawyers to make somf
arrangement with him by which I
should no longer be annoyed.
"It was necessary for me to return
to America when I cpne of age, in
order to sign certain papers and take
full charge of the property. Richard
knew this. He seems to have had some
way of finding out everything my
Uncle did.
"He wrote telling me of a dear
friend of his mother, who was soon to
pass through Vienna, and who by
some misfortune had been deprived ot
a position as companion and chaperon
to a young girl who was traveling. He
said it had occurred to him that perhaps he could serve us both by suggesting to me that she be my traveling
companion on the voyage. He knew
I would not want to travel alone, and
he sent her address and all sorts of
credentials, with a message from his
mother that she would feel perfectly
safe about me if I went In this woman's guardianship.
"I really did need a traveling companion, of course, having failed to get
my dear old lady to undertake the
voyage, so I thought it could do no
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Found Out

That He

7

1

while.

Was a Physician.

harm. I went to see her, and found
her pretty and frail and sad. She made
a piteous appeal to me, and though I
was not greatly taken with her, I decided she would do as well as any one
for a companion.
"She did not bother me during the
voyage, but fluttered about and was
quite popular on board, especially with
a tall, disagreeable man with a cruel
jaw and small eyes, who always made
me feel as if he would gloat over any
one in his power. I found out that he
was a physician, a specialist in mental
diseases, so Mrs. Chambray told me,
and she talked a great deal about hia
skill and insight Into such maladies.
"At New York my cousin Richard
met us and literally took possession
of us. Without my knowledge, the
doctor was Included In
the party. I did not discover it until
we were on the train, bound, as I supposed, for my old home Just beyond
Buffalo. It was some time since I
had been in New York, and I naturally
did not notice much which way we
were going. The fact was, every plan
was anticipated, and I was told that
all arrangements had been made. Mrs.
Chambray began to treat me like a
little chiid and say: 'You see, we are
going to take good care of you, dear,
so don't worry about a thing."
com"I had taken the drawing-roopartment, not so much because I had
a headache, as I told them, as because
I wanted to get away from their society. My cousin's marked devotion
became painful to me. Then, too, the
attentions and constant watchfulness
cruel-lookin-

doctor hecarne
most distasteful.
"We had been sitting on the ob
servation platform, and it was late in
the afternoon, when I said I was going
to lie down, and the two men got up to
In spite of my
go into the smoker.
protests, Mrs. Chambray insisted upon
following me in, to see that I was perfectly comfortable. She fussed around
me, covering me up and offering smell
ing salts and eau de cologne for my
head. I let her fuss, thinking that was
the quickest way to get rid of her. 1
closed my eyes, and she said she
would go out to the observation platform. I lay still for awhile, thinking
about her and how much I wanted to
get rid of her. She acted as if she
had been engaged to stay with me forever, and it suddenly became very
plain to me that I ought to have a
talk with her and tell her that I should
need her services no longer after this
journey was over. It might make a
difference to her if she knew it at
once, and perhaps now would be as
good a time to talk as any, for she was
probably alone out on the platform. I
got up and made a few little changes
in my dress, for It would soon be time
to go into the dining-car- .
Then I went
out to the observation platform, but
she was not there. The chairs were
all empty, so I chose the one next to
the railing, away from the car door,
and sat down to wait for her, thinking we would soon be back.
"We were going so fast, througn
a pretty bit of country. It was dusky
and restful out there, so I leaned back
and closed my eyes. Presently 1
heard voices approaching, above the
rumble of the train, and, peeping
around the doorway, I saw Mrs. Chambray, Richard, and the doctor coming
from the other car. I kept quiet, hoping they would not come out, and they
did not. They settled down near the
door, and ordered the porter to put
up a table for them to play cards.
"The train began to slow down, and
finally came to halt for a longer time
on a sidetrack, waiting for another
train to pass. I heard Richard ask
where I was. Mrs. Chambray . said
laughingly that I was safely asleep.
Then, before I realized It, they began
to talk about me. It happened there
were no other passengers in the car.
Richard asked Mrs. Chambray if she
thought I had any suspicion that I was
not on the right train, and she said,
'Not the slightest,' and then by degrees there floated to me through the
open door the most diabolical plot I
had ever heard of. I gathered from it
that we were on the way to Philadelphia, would reach there in a little
while, and would then proceed to a
place near Washington, where the doctor had a private insane asylum, and
where I was to be Bhut up. They were
going to administer some drug that
would make me unconscious when
was taken off the train. If they could
not get me to take it for the headache
I had talked about, Mrs. Chambray
was to manage to get it into my food
or give it to me when asleep. Mrs.
Chambray, it seems, had not known
the entire plot before leaving Europe,
and this was their first chance of telling her. They thought I was safely in
my compartment, asleep, and she had
gone into the other car to give the signal as soon as. she thought she had me
where I would not get up again for a

g

,

.

"They had arranged every detail.
Richard had been using as models the
letters I had written him for the last
three years, and had constructed a set
of love letters from me to him, in perfect imitation of- my handwriting.
They compared the letters and read
snatches of the sentences aloud. The
letters referred constantly to our being married as soon as I should return
from abroad, and some of them spoke
of the money as belonging to us both,
and that now it would come to its' own
without any further trouble.
"They even exhibited a marriage
certificate, which, from what they said,
must have been Jiade out with oar
names, and Mrs. Chambray and the
doctor signed their names as witnesses. As nearly as I could make out,
they were going to use this as evidence that Richard was my husband,
that he had the right to administer
:ny estate during the time that I was
incapable. They had even arranged
that a young woman who was hope
lessly insane should take my place
when the executors of the estate came
to see me, if they took the trouble to
do that. As it was some years since
either of them had seen me, they could
easily have been deceived. And for
their help Mrs. Chambray and the doctor were to receive a handsome sum.
"I could scarcely believe my ears at
first. It seemed to me that I must be;
mistaken, that they could not be talking about me. But my name was mentioned again and again, and as each
link in the horrible plot was made
plain to me, my terror grew so great
that I was on the verge of rushing
into the car and calling for the conductor and porter to help me. But
something held me still, and I heard
Richard say that he had just informed the trainmen that I was insane, and
that they need not he surprised if 1
had to be "restrained. He had told
them that I was comparatively harmless, but he had no doubt that the
conductor had whispered it to our
in the car, which explained their prolonged absence in the
smoker. Then they all laughed, and
it seemed to me that the cover of the
bottomless pit was open and that I
was falling in.
"I sat still, hardly
daring to
breathe. Then I began to go over the
story bit by bit, and to put together
little things that had happened since
we landed, and even before I had left
Vienna; and I saw that I was caught
in a trap. It would be no use to appeal to any one, for no one would believe me. I looked wildly out at the
ground and had desperate thoughts of
climbing over the rail and Jumping
from the train. Death would be better
assengers
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Than what I should soon "have to face.
My prosecutors had even told how
they had deceived my friends at home
by sending telegrams of my mental
condition, and of the necessity for put- -
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t Care to say It to you wnen I liavo
known you bo little." She lifted her
eyes, full of a wonderful love light, FROM THE SAUE SHOP
and she was glorified to him, all meanly dressed though she was. The smooth
Madonna braids around the shapely
head, covered by the soft felt hat, Clever Scheme of Two Young
;eemed more beautiful to him than all
s
People to Get Free Sumof modern
the elaborate
head-dresse-

time.

mer Vacations.

is the 'but' then, dear?
Shall we go now?"
By HAROLD CARTER.
"How can I go in this dress?" She
"You wish to speak to me, Mr.
looked down at her shabby shoes,
inquired young Mr. Allen,
rough black gown, and cheap gloves looking up from his seat in the swingin dismay, and a soft pink stole into ing hammock.
Half a dozen girls
her face.
were grouped about his feet, in atti"You need not Your own gown is tudes of worship, while Mr. Allen
I slowly fanned himself with an imitaout in the, office in my
brought it with me, thinking you might tion palm leaf.
need It hoping you might, I mean;"
"If I might take the liberty for an
and he smiled. "I have kept it always instant, sir," replied Cyrus Galbraith,
near me; partly because I wanted the the proprietor of the fashionable sumcomfort of it, partly because I was mer mountain hotel.
afraid some one else might find It, and
"Excuse mo, girls," Bald Mr. Allen
desecrate our secret with their commo- Jauntily, and stepped out of the hamn-place
mock. He followed the landlord till
wondering."
It was at this moment that the ma- they were out of sight of the women
tron of the building stepped up to the guests, around the corner of the
absorbed couple, reb?ved to do her porch. Then the landlord turned on
duty. Her Hps were pursed to their him.
"Now, see here, Allen, I'm not go- thinnest, and displeasure was In her
face.
Jng to stand for any more of this con
The young man arose and asked in a founded npnsense," he said. "You go
back to that infernal bureau of yours
grave tone:
"Excuse me, but can you tell me and tell 'em I sent you back because
whether this lady can get a room here you didn't do your wbrk satisfacto rest for a short- time, while I go torily."
v
out and attend to a matter of busi"Why, what's the matter, Mr. ,Gal- ness?"
orauu; inquirea tne otner, in surThe matron noticed his refined face prise.
and true eyes, and she accepted with a
"Matter, sir!" thundered the landbill he hand- lord. "Everything's the matter. Last
good grace the
month I got a circular from the Sumed to her.
"We charge only fifty cents a night mer Hotel Improvement society, In
lor a room," she said, glancing' at the which they offered me an Adonis, six
humble garments of the man's com- feet tall, handsome, athletic, good at
panion. She thought the girl must be swimming, good at talking, good at
a poor dependent or a country relative. dancing, sailing, flirting, golfing, ten"That's all right," said the young nis, quoits, pool, skittles, bowling, and
man. "Just let the change help the with a brand uew stock of drawing-roostories. Ain't that so?"
good work along.'
"That's me," answered the other,
That made a distinct change in the
atmosphere. The matron smiled, and proudly.
retired to snub the girl with the dis"Terms, fifteen dollars a week and
contented upper lip. Then she sent board for as long as the season lastthe elevator boy to carry the girl's ed," pursued the irate landlord. "And
suit-casAs the matron came back you was to take each girl out In turn
to the office, a baggy man with cushioned tires hustled out of the open

"Where

suit-cas-

Went to the Matron and Told Her.
ting me into an asylum. There would
be no hope of appealing to them for
help. The only witnesses to my sanity were far away in Vienna, and how
could I reach them if I were in Richard's power?
"I watched the names of the stations
as they flew by, but it gradually grew
dark, and I could hardly make them
out. I thought one looked like the
name of a Philadelphia suburb, but I
could not be sure.
"I was freezing with horror and with
cold, but did not dare to move, lest
I attract their attention.
"We began to rush past rows of
houses, and I knew we were approaching a city. Then, suddenly, the train
slowed down and stopped, with very
little warning, as if it intended to
halt only a second and then hurry on.
"There was a platform on one side
of the train, but we were out beyond
for our train was long.
the
I could not climb over the rail to the
platform, for I was sitting on the side
away from the station, and would have
had to pass the car door in order to
do so. I should be sure to be seen.
"On the other side were a great
many tracks separated by strong
picket fences as high as the car platform and close to the trains, and they
reached as far as I could see in either
direction. I had no time to think, and
there was nothing I could do but climb
over the rail and get across those
tracks and fences somehow.
"My hand were so cold and trem
car-she-

ten-doll- ar

door into the street, having first cast
back a keen, furtive glance that
seaVched every corner of the place.
"Now," said Dunham reassuringly,
as the matron disappeared, "you can
go up to your room and get ready, and
I will look after a few little matters.
I called on my friend, the minister,
this morning, and I have looked up the
legal part of this affair. I can see that
everything is all right in a few minutes. Is there anything you would like
me to do for you ?"
"No," she answered, looking up half
bling that' I could scarcely) hold on to
frightened; "but I am afraid I ought
the rail as I jumped over.
"I cannot remember how I got not to let you do this. You scarcely
across. Twice I had to cling to a fence know me."
"Now, dear, no more of that We
while an express train rushed by, and
the shock and noise almost stunned have no time to lose. How long will it
me. It was a miracle that I was not take you to get dressed? Will half
an hour do? It is getting late."
killed, but I did not think of that until
"Oh, it will not take long." She
afterwards. I was conscious only of
the train I had left standing by the caught her breath with gladness. Her
station. I glanced back once, and I companion's voice was so strong and
his face so filled with a
thought I saw Richard come to the comforting,
door of the car. Then I stumbled on wonderful love, that she felt dazed
I don't remember any more with the sudden joy of it all.
blindly.
I
The edevator boy appeared in the
until I found myself hurrying along
that dark passage under the bridge and doorway with the familiar suit-cas"Don't be afraid, dear heart," whissaw you just ahead. I was afraid to
speak to you, but I did not know kered the young man, as he attended
what else to do, and you were so good her to the elevator. "I'll soon be back
to me!" Her voice broke in a little .again, and then, then, we shall be together!"
sob.
It was a large front room to which
All the time she had been talking
bill
he had held her hand firmly. She had the boy took her. The
was
not
effective.
a
had
It
proven
one
be
watchthat
any
forgotten
might
room.
Some one
ing; he did not care.
soma guest, or muuiy patron nau
The tall girl with the discontented
upper lip went to the matron and told put a small illuminated text upon the
her that she thought the man and the wall in a neat frame. It met her eye
woman in the parlor ought to be made as she entered "Rejoice and be glad."
to go. She believed the- man was try- jjust a common little picture card, it
ing to coax the girl to do something vas, with a phrase that has become
she didn't ,want to do. The matron jtrite to many, yet it seemed a message
started on a voyage of discovery up (to her, and her heart leaped to obey.
the hall and down again, with pene- She went to the window to catch a
trating glances into the room, but the jglimpse of the man who would soon
ibe her husband, but he was not there,
two did not see her.
"Oh, my poor dear little girl!" land the hurrying people reminded her
breathed the man. "And you have ithat she must hasten. Across the
passed through all this awful experi- ,street a slouching figure in a baggy
ence alone! Why did you not tell me coat looked fixedly up and caught her
about it? I could have helped you. I glance., She trembled and drew back
but of the sunshine, remembering
am a lawyer."
"I thought you would be on your what Dunham had told her about the
guard at once and watch for evidences Irishman of the night before. With
of my insanity. I thought perhaps you a quick instinct, she drew down the
would believe it true, and would feel it Ishade, and locked her door.
necessary to return me to my friends.
I think I should have been tempted
to do that, perhaps, if any one had
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
come to me with such a Btory."
"One could not do that after seeing
and talking with you. I never could
Postmaster Antolne Delorla, Gard
have believed it Surely no reputable ner, Mich.,
speaks for the guidance of
lend
would
to
his
influence
physician
those troubled with kidney and bladI
In
an
know
such
asylum, yet
put you
der iregularities, and says "From my
things have been done. Your cousin own experience I can recommend Fo
must be a desperate character. I shall
Kidney Pills. My father also was
not feel safe until you belong to me. ley
cured of kidney disease, and many
I saw two men hanging about Mr. Philneighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
lip's house last evening as I went In. Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red CrosB
They were looking up at the windows Drug Store. Adv.
and talking about keeping a close
watch on some one named Mary. One
Constipation Is the starting point
of the men was tall and slight and for many serious1 diseases. To be healhandsome, with dark hair and eyes; thy keep the bowels active and reguthe other was Irish, and wore a coat lar. HERWNE will remove all accumtoo large for him, and rubbers. I went ulations in the bowels and put the sysback later In in the evening, and the tem in prime condition. Price 50c.
Irishman was hovering about the Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
house."
. Remarkable Cure of
The girl looked up with frightened
Dysentery
"I was attacked with dysentery
the arms of her
eyeB and grasped
abut July 15th, and used the doctor's
'
chair excitedly.
"Will you go with me now to a medicine and other remedies with no
only getting1 worse all the time.
church not far away, where a friend of relief,
I was unable to do anything and my
married?
and
be
mine Is the pastor,
from 145 to 125
dropped
Then we can defy all the cousins In weight
I suffered for about two
pounds.
creation. , Can't you trust me?" he months when I was advised to use
pleaded.
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diar"Oh, yes, but"
rhoea Remedy. I used two bottles of
not
do
love
me?"
"Is it that you
it and it gave me permanent relief,"
nd her eyes writes B. W. Hill
"No," sbs fald,
of Snow Hill, N. C.
"
seems strange that For sale
by all dealers, Adv,
drnnHBhvlj'.
'
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'f
iliss Moon, instructing him to
nur bill up to her room, had left, uiflj
sst--

office.

She went away on the same traid
as Mr. Allen, and the hotel gre?
very lonely. On the morrow two sour
visaged spinsters packed up and leftj
on the next day three young ladlea
withdrew to Walt Smithers' place;1
wit'-.i-

a week Galbraith was cursing

his fate for the worst season that hfi
had had In years. At last, curloslt
overcoming his pride, he had hi:

horse saddled, and rode over the ten
miles of trail that separated his hotelj
from his rival's. He dismounted andj
walked into the office.
The hotel
looked like an undertaker's shop. Gal- -'
braith brightened.
"Morning, Smithers," he said, extending his hand cordially. "Seems
to me," he continued, "that your busW
ness is about as bad as mine thla
year."
"What, your business bad, too!"1
'
shouted Smithers, exultantly.
"Never was worse," answered the)
other, "and I don't mind telling you,
Smithers, that I thought I'd got the
best of you. All's fair In trade, and I
guess there won't be any bad feellngsi
if I admit that I hired a young man
to keep the ladles entertained.
I'd
heard It was done, but this was my
first experience with the Summer Ho- tel Improvement society, and "
"What!" shouted Smithers, leaping
up. "You hired a young man from the
Summer Hotel Improvement society?
"Now, don't take it hard, Smithers,'
"He
began the other soothingly.
wasn't "
"Take it hard!" roared Smithers.
"Why, I'm nearly bursting my sides
from laughing. I hired a young woman from them."
"A young woman!" exclaimed the
other.
Smithers snatched up a paper from
his desk.
"Listen," he said, and begaa read'The Summer Hotel Improveing:
ment society has listed your name aa
that of a possible patron. We under-- j
stand that Mr. Galbraith of the Sun4
nyside hotel, has hired a young mari
to entertain his women guests. Hand-some, athletic, six feet tall, a
Adonis, good at --swimming, good att
talking, good at dancing, sailing, fiirt-- j
ing, golfing, tennis, quoits, pool, Bkltties, bowling, and with a brand-new- t
stock of drawing-roostories. Posi-tive engagements guaranteed all slii'
ents staying three days or oyer.' "
"That's him," Bai4 Galbraith, bit
terly. "Well?"
" 'We offer yott the services of a
young lady of superhuman beauty, to
stay at Galbralth's hotel and wean
this Adonis away x from the other
guests, thereby spoiling his business
for the season. Our Miss Moon ' "
"Moon!" yelled the other. "Moon!
Why tell me the name of that society again!"
"The Summer Hotel Improvement
society," said Mr. Smithers. "What's
the matter? Aren't you feeling good?"
"No, confound you. Why, they bot;i
came from the same shop."
ald Arthur Allen,
"Darling,"
"where shall we go for our vacation,
next year? Do you think the
are played out yet?"
"I guess not," answered
Bessie,
snuggling up to him. "Perhaps we
might try the Catskills, though, this'
year. Isn't it glorious having free
I don't
summer holidays, Arthur?
"Now You Cut It Out-- "
know what we'd have done without
for a moonlight sail, to build up my them; and we'd never have gone,
'
business and prevent Walt Smithers away since our honeymoon."
getting all my young women away
by W. Q. Chapman.)
(Copyright,
from me, as he did last summer.
And what happens? Miss Jones left
England's Second Oldest Judge,
last evening because she said It was
Judge Greenhow of the Leeds and
dull here. I know she's fifty and has Wakefield County Court, Eng., has jus
red hair and an Inward squint But completed his thirty-seconyear on!
what of that? Weren't you paid to the bench, and his friends claim that
take Miss Jones moonlight sailing, as he Is eighty-thre- e
years of age, he la
and each of the rest of them, no mat- the second oldest Judge In the empire,
ter if they had blue hair and three the premier honor being held by Lord
chancellor. Durof them wall eyes? And instead of Halsburg, the
that you've Bpent the last two solid ing his long career on the bench Judge
clays with that Miss Moon, a young Greenhow has never interrupted an
woman I've never seen here before advocate, has only missed a sitting: of
and never want to see again. You the court on one afternoon, has lived
took her sailing Monday night and a simple, unpretentious .life in a cotTuesday night and last night, and if tage, and he has always gone to and
I hadn't butted In, you'd have taken from the court either on foot or byj
the trams.
her tonight, I know."
In his day his lordship was a great
"Well, Mr. Galbraith," replied Mr.
Allen deferentially, "wasn't I enter- sportsmen and athlete, and was a
taining six of your young ladies out swimmer of remarkable strength and
on the lawn? Didn't I occupy the endurance. So powerful was he in the
hammock, and let them fan me and water that on one occasion he under1
bring me ice water? Don't you sup- took at York to break salmon tackle
pose I know the game, even if I did aitached to a band round his forehead
for a bet. The whole circuit turned out
go sailing "
"Now you cut it out," cried the oth- to see the fun. He "played" like a saler. "You can pack up and get out mon in the River Ouse, broke the
this afternoon. I've spent fifty dol- tackle two, if not three times, and won
v
lars on you and lost my best cus- his bet.
tomer Miss Jones."
The
High School.
"Oh, very well if you look on it
The modern high school Is houseV
that way," replied the young man,
curtly, and turned on his heel. Gal- in a building which contains, in ad los,
braith, sniffing, went back into the tion to the regular classrooms,
a swimming tank, physicq-anoffice of his hotel.
chemical laboratories, cookingj,
It must be confessed that Bessie
Moon was a remarkably
beautiful sewing and millinery roms, woodworkyoung woman. Though she had been ing, forge and machine shops, drawat the hotel only three days, she had ing rooms, a music room, a room de
already won the masculine hearts, and voted to arts and crafts and an
room.
This arrangement oi
great had been the Jealousies when
she was monopolized by the hand- rooms presupposes the plan of making
some Arthur Allen on three successive the high school, like the community,
evenings. While Mr. Galbraith . sat an aggregation Qfflvery sort of people
moodily before his desk, wearing doing every sort of work. Ls2!';u
away the last vestiges of bis rage, Home Journal.
the office door opened and Miss .Moon
Sword and Pen.
stepped in. .
s
Alfred Noyes, the
ci
"You may order a carriage for me
poet, told a Btory about .
English
half-paat
three," she said coolly.
brother bard at a dinner in New 1
.
"Why, certainly, Miss Moon," re- "A brother bard, less' fortunate tii
plied the proprietor, rubbing his myself," Mr. Noyes
began, "was s r!
hands. "You contemplate visiting the ing
away at an ode when hia wif.,
renowned sulphur spring, of course?" said:
"No; 1 contemplate visiting the
'"Milton, is it really true that tli
railroad
station," answered Miss pen is mightier than the swer!?'
Moon. "I understand, that you have
"'I suppose eo,' J".'.,n mr
j
mentioned my name in a conversation
'sad yft f
doubtfully;
j
with my friend, Mr. Allen."
lower on the fln.t fl.v-- i .
,
jt
"I
stammered Galbraith, and tor cars, while v 3 1
'
i
a
.'t
before he had recovered his speech, eat in
the flat "
j
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Light automobile lamps at
this evening.
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J

APPLE

PLUM

JELLY

Bour- -

For Bale very cheap 40 horsepower
Moline Automobile in good condition,

Plum Preserve
Peach Pickles

See Whalen.

AdV.

2,000 sheets McKinley edition popu
lar standard music at 5c from now
on. Romero Book Store, Plaza. Adv,

ah summer stock divided

O IT :NOW

in two
this week only

2.49 and ?4.49
for cash. No goods charged at this
sale.
Strass' Bonnet Shop. Adv,

lots,

r3

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
Adv.

U
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Indies' Aid society of the
Methodist church will meet with Mrs.
P. G. Hedgcock, 810 National avenue,
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
A full attendance is desired.
The

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
:

!

e

ty officials.

&

Gross, Kelly

Co.

Sole Agents

WANTED:

A

FIGHTER

TO MEET YOAKUM
PROMOTER
LIKE TO

O'MALLEY
WOULD
SECURE A LIGHTWEIGHT TO FACE IRON MAN

a report from Santa Fe today states
that William Geiger, who was reportThe agreements that were supposed
ed to have been insane, was the victim of an attack of walking typhoid to have been made for the substitution
fever at the time of his arrest there of Harry Sbafer to lill Ey Winters
and was not insane as reported. He place for the Wintera-Yoakufight
scheduled to come off on August 18,
is improving.
fell through this morning. Sha''er, It
There will be a meeting of the Y, seems, classa himself as a worlr! beatM. C. A. camp board on the Commer er and will not fight for a reasonable
cial club tonight at the club, all mem- amount of money. T'ae facts o the
bers are requested to be present. The matter, according to official informaboard of directors will meet tomorrow tion from Albuquerque, are that Kid
night and a full membership Is ex- Shafer is not o.yerly anxious to mix
with Stanley Yoakum and as he does
pected to be present.
not wish to make a straight statement
Miss Nellie Mitchell, formerly em- to this effect has taken this means
ployed at the Bailey curio store, has of getting out of the puzzle.
y
Charles O'Malley announced
entered the employ of the E. G.
this
store
after
been
drug
morning that h,ewas in communicahaving
absent from Las Vegas for the past tion with Eddie Johnson of Denver and
year. J. F. Eubank of Clayton has if possible the match would be aralso entered the employ of this store ranged between Johnson and Yoakum.
as a dniggist.
It is hoped by all the local fans that
the bout will not be called off asi YoaDistrict No. 10 of San Miguel coun- kum is popular here and a number
ty is now giving contracts for the con- of the fans are anxious to see him
struction of two modern school houses in action. The bout will be arranged
fof lot Alamos. Districts Nos. 21 aoJ if a substitute can possibly secured
97 are voting bonds for the construc- according to an official
statement
tion of two similar schools.
An ad- from Promoter O'Malley.
ditional examination for teachers will
be held in the north school on the
FELIX DIAZ SAILS
West side o August 1 5and 16.
Felix
Seattle, Aug. 11. General
Diaz, special representative of MexClarence Bathcelor, the Las Vegas ar- ico to Japan, and his party sailed this
tist, has been hired by the New York morning for Vancouver, B. C, whence
Evening Journal as a member of the they will depart for Japan next Wedart staff of that paper, according to nesday on the steamer Empress of
Information received here today from Russia.
his parents, Mr., and Mrs. D. L. Bat- Qpj-encchelor.
has had great success with his work and Is rapidly beMur-phe-

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
'

Capital,

$100,000

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on lie? Denosits

AT THE HOME OF THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY
COLORADO AND
NEW MEXICO FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples, Apricots, Canteloups. Watermelons. Celery, Radishes, Lettuce.
Wax Beans, CauliOnions, Green
flower, Summer S'qtlash. Tomatoes,

CALIFORNIA,

Cucumbers and New Cabbage.

one

CSAAF

8

UAYVAflQ

CO. STORE

ing figured among

the best

Miss Carrie Schrock, accompanied
by her sister, Mrs. J. R. Baker, left
this afternoon for Albuquerque where
Miss Schrock will be united in marriage with. George Lewis, formerly a
resident of Las Vegas. They will be
married this evening at the Duke City.
Mr. aad Mrs. Lewis will leave Albuquerque for the Pacific coast where
they will spend their honeymoon trip
and later be at home to their friendf
at Santa Fe where they will reside.

The Lubin Motion Picture company
this morning started the production of
a play entitled "The Rattlesnake,"
which was writen by Romaine Fielding yesterday. Two jenes were tak-ethis morning but on account of the
rain this non the company wbb forced
to abandon their work for today. ,A
rattlesnake measuring about 5 feet in
length crived in Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon In charge of W. J. Mathews,
a member ot Mr. Fielding's company.
This snake will be used in staging
the picture. The members of the company this morning at the studio were
engaged in removing the fangs of the
animal.

n

"HARVEY'S"

EVERYBODY READS TEE

IAS VEGAS OPTIC

Las

.

from
Torres, a fugit.U-justice wanted in Unloa county for
horse stealing,, was captured by Sheriff Roman Gallegos last Saturday and
brought into Las Vegas yesterday. He
will be turned over to the TJnion coun-

i

Lots of Tinrve Yet For

AT THE PHOTOPLAY

Tonight at 8 o'clock note the
hour at the opera house the music-lover- s
of Las Vegas will have one of
the greatest opportunities of their
lives to hear excellent music and an
able discussion. Owing to the length,
of the program arrangements have
been made to begin the opening number promptly at 8 o'clock. No one
will be seated after the selection has
commenced, so those who have seats
reserved will do well to De in th?m
before the hour named.
The program includes ueveral vocal
selections by Miss Sara May Raynolds an,d the music-ar- t
lecture of
Prof. B. E. Ventworth Layton. Other
numbers there are in profusion, but
these are the features. Included in
the added numbers are instrumental
and vocal selections of different sorts.
A violin club will render several se
lections.
Those local people who are to as
sist in the program have practiced
long and faithfully and a finished
presentation may be expected.
The lecture is the first of a series
for the benefit of the local hospital

The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold their regular session tonight
at their usual meeting place. All mem
1 ry our ; steam baked bread.
bers are requested to be present at Vegas
Bakery.Adv.
7:30 o'clock, instead of 8 o'clock;, this
evening.
Domin?o

-.---

PRESENTED TONIGHT

TONIGHT

Porch Shades

PROF. WENTWORTH LAYTON AND PRODUCER
AND TWO OF HIS
MISS SARA MAY RAYNOLDS
PICTURES APPEAR AT LOCAL
CHIEF ATTRACTIONS
THEATER THIS EVENING

Vegas Bakery.Adv.

Try a dram oi old T&yior
bon at "le Opera Bar.- - -- Adv.

FIELDING

o'clock

Try our steam baked bread.

CHAD APPLE

LECTURE

MUSIC-AR- T

Famous mountain ranch: 31st season. Old management; old rates. Car
riage out every Saturday. Leave orders t Murphey's or Plaza "hotel
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Fruits in Season

Vegetables
STRAWBERRIES
CHERRIES
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EVERY DAY
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PHONE MAIN 4 and 24

and you can hiv

Tonight at the Photoplay tbeater
local picture fans will have the plea
ure of seeing Romaine Fielding and
Miss Mary Ryan in their own person
ality and on the screen. Mr. Field
ing baa promised also to make a short
address.
Mayor R, J. Taupert will introduce
the picture player. The pictures
which are to be shown are both rail
road subjects. They are "The Vnknown,"; and "A Dash for Liberty."
Both are written by Mr. Fielding and
were produced by him. He takes a
prominent part In each
The Dash for Liberty has been
spoken of In the very highest terms
by all critics.
This is a fascinating female
story and extremely dramatic.
The little girl Is extremely feminine,
but accomplishes a piece of work
that Is worthy of the bravest of men.
It Is an exciting Tailroad chase with
some daring leaps from trains going
at fast speed. "The Little Pinker- ton" not only completes her Job, but
wins the admiration of a bank prest
dent, who cannot resist the temptation to kiss the most heroic little
girl he has ever met, and whom he
Intends never to lose. The picture
is a two reel sepcial and was staged
at the Lubin Silver City studio.
John Field, head bookkeeper of the
First National bank, leading a fast
life, appropriates not only the bank
funds, but also robs the safety deposit boxes. The irregularities are
discovered by an old German cus
tomer, who has a safe deposit box.
The president engages trie services
of Mary Ryan, a female detective, she
quickly ropes the impressionable
young bookkeeper and he proposes
that they elope. She agrees and they
prepare to leave. Mary informs the
president and he engages two plain
clothes men to make the capture. At
the depot Field, feeling that he is
watched, siezes an engine that Is side
tracked and bolts. Mary Ryan, the
president and the plain clothes men
follow and catch up with the defaulter, who Jumping from the engine
is stunned. Mary also Jumps and'
locking one handcuff on the man she
locks the other to her own wrist and
then faints. When Field is captured
the detective artlessly says that she
guesses she fainted but she got her
man.
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AT COST
handle the famous AEROLUX P rch
Shades the very best made

We

--

To clean up this stock all go at cost. Come
early so as to get
the right sizes

C. Johnsen (El Son
J. "Complete
Home Furnishers"

BUY Ail AUTO DEI tVtRY VIA CON
insures rrompt Ucllverlem at
Minimum Expanse

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom
you
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse
.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD GOffiPJIUY,

$1,050

FULLY

Agents

EQUIPPED AT YOUR 0!!!!!!

OVERLAND

59 T

MODF.L,

Telephone or call and we will have our demon- -'
strator show you

LIVERY STABLES DO A RUSHING
BUSINESS
DAY
YESTERDAY;
MARRED BY SHOWERS

1

A

mis"

VISITORS

'The Y. M. C. A. camp and other
places north of Las Vegas proved to
be the gathering place of a large
number of citizens yesterday. The
livery stables did a heavy business
and every conveyance obtainable was
pressed into use. The camp was
visited by fully 30 Las Vegans, while
El Porvenir "was also very popular.
A number of fishermen made 'the
trip to the Harvey carriage house
and fished up the stream.
The day as a whole was far from
pleasant as far as the weather was
concerned. The morning proved to
be delightful but the larger part of
the afternoon was rainy and disagreeable. The evening proved to be delightful until about 8 o'clock when
another hard shower drenched all the
canyons. However, covered wagons
and heavy coats that had been taken
in most cases proved to keep up the
spirits of the visitors and the day as
a whole was thoroughly enjoyed. Las
Vegas is perhaps the only city in the
state where the citizens and visitors
can spend a day of recreation in the
mountains. With the Y. M. C. A.
camp and El Porvenir within a comparatively small distance of the city
arrangements can be ma3e" for the
spending of a comfortable day with
no drawbacks in any way, A number
of easterners who have visited these
places this year are more than pleased and it is possible that within the
next two years that Las Vegas will
be the most widely known summer resort in the Southwest, as each person
that leaves the city advertises its at
tractions In this way an increase of
tourists may be expected.
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Las Vegas Automobile ft' Machine
:

Phjne Main 344.
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Fowler Props
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COLORADO
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . S11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
$16.60
oi (Denver,

..

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final

limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOR., Agent

EL PORVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main

20

and Olive

5174

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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